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RAIN DAMAGE — Several reports of damage resulting from
Tuesday morning's extremely heavy downpour were cited, but, standing in what was her kitchen, Mrs. Eulala Mardis, Route 3, gives a
personal testimony to the amount of destruction left by the
rainstorms. Friends, neighbors, the sheriff's department, and

members of the Calloway County Fire-Rescue Squad converged on
the scene to assist in evacuation and clean-up procedures. Mrs. Mardis, who heard the wall begin to crack, left for help just prior to the
cave-in.
Staff photo by Greg Travis

"All procedures" for the
presidential selection at Murray
State University are in place and
there are several interested in the
job. Don Keefe, search coordinator, said Tuesday in a
meeting of the institution's search
and screening committee.
Keefe, of Fleming and
Associates, a national executive
search firm based in Louisville,
said he has had "good, normal
conservations" with several people and they "are interested and
are listening. So far, no one has
been turned off by Murray State
University."
The search coordinator, who
was appointed to that position by
the Murray State Board of
Regents July 30, added that efforts continue to assemble a
package of pamphlets concerning
Murray State and the surrounding
area which would be sent to
presidential applicants.
To date, "50-plus" applications
have been received by the university, according to Board Chairman Ron Christopher. He declined
to comment if there were any
Local people who have applied for
the post.

Christopher said he is sensitive
to the confidentiality of all applicants and in future search Coremittee and board of regents
meetings all applicants will be
given numbers and referred to by
the designated numbers in open
meeting discussions.
The chairman added he was
pleased with the rate the applications had been filed. He added he
expects many more since it is
commonplace for several people
to wait until just before the
deadline to file.
The search committee will accept applications through Oct. 1.
On Nov. 13, the board of regents
will narrow the field down to 10.
Five finalists will be announced on
Jan. 15, 1983, with the new president being named Feb. 26.
The committee also will be sending out by the end of this week
letters to presidents of all institutions of higher learning, over
1,700, requesting recommended
persons for the Murray State job.
The committee then will send applications to those recommended.
Those applications also are to be
received by Oct. 1.

Casualties reported
Local damage from heavy rains reported in latest Poland rioting

From Staff, AP Reports
Reports of water over several
roads were recorded Tuesday as a
result of the intense rains
throughout Calloway County, according to Calloway County
Sheriff David Balentine.
One section of Highway 94, approximately 12 miles east of town,
was closed for several hours
because of flooding, he stated.
"A second road off Highway I
1346 serving only a small number
of homes was cut in half," he commented.
Some of the worst damage left
by the rain occurred when the
basement home of Mrs. Eulala
Mardis, approximately one mile
east of Brown's Grocery on
Highway 94, suffered severe
damage when an entire wall of her
home caved in. Mrs. Mardis
escaped injury. Extensive structural disorder was seen along with
harsh mud and water impairments.
Water rising above floor levels
in some homes in the Dexter community was also sighted, added
Lucy Wright, Disaster Emergen-

cy Services coordinator. "From
the water marks it was obvious
the rain had gone inside the
houses, but from all indications
the homeowners had everything
under control," she noted.
According to Johnny Bohannon,
assistant superintendent of the
Calloway County Schools, noted
that all busses were able to deliver
children home safely Tuesday
afternoon despite having to detour
a couple of roads washed out by
the rains.
"One bus driver that made her
rounds yesterday morning was
unable to make the same rounds
yesterday aftenoon," he added
noting that rain had washed all of
the gravel from the top of a sewer.
Two other roads, Cook Store
Rd., in the Coldwater area, and
the Ralph Wright Rd., off 280 east,
had to be detoured Bohannon
stated.
Dr. Jack Rose, Calloway County
School Superintendent, Bohannon,
and two school mechanics traveled the road early this morning to
inspect them form damages, it
was noted.

Commented Dr. Rose, -We
were plesantly surprised there
wasn't anymore damage than
what there was."
No serious injuries were
reported by the local officials.
Throughout the state, showers
and thunderstorms peppered Kentucky again today, but the storm
system that caused flooding in the
western part of the state on Tuesday was beginning to move quickly eastward.
Late this morning, the National
Weather Service ended a flood
warning that had been in effect
overnight in Knox, Harlan and
Bell counties. The southeast portion of the state, though, remained
under a flash flood watch.
Heavy thunderstorms crossed
through the Louisville area shortly after daybreak and by midmorning, the weather service,
said a line of showers — west of a
line extending from Middlesboro
to Manchester to Covington — was
moving eastward about 15 miles
an hour.
Forecasters said the storms
would begin to diminish tonight in

the western part of the state.
Shower activity had generally
diminished to pockets by early today, but the cumulative affect of
rainfall Monday and.Tuesday posed the possibility of some flooding.
Portions of the state, mainly in
south-central and southwestern
Kentucky, were under a flash
flood warning Tuesday as the
system of showers moved through
the state. Some roads were temporarily covered by water, but no
mishaps and no injuries were
reported.
By Tuesday night, the warnings
had been replaced by a statewide
watch.
In the wake of the system's
movement, fog developed overnight and reduced visibility on
roadways in western Kentucky.
Patchy dense fog was expected
across the state as the rain system
moved out of Kentucky.
Earlier Tuesday, heavy rainfall
flooded a small trailer park near
Grandview in Monroe County and
the West Kentucky Rural Electric
Cooperative estimated that 2,500
(Continued On Page 2)

Commerce head eyes economic recovery

•
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By LORRAINE CICHOWSKI
AP Business Writer
Commerce Secretary Malcolm
Baldrige joined private
economists in hailing the government's latest report on key
economic indicators as pointing to
"solid economic improvement" in
the coming months.
The upward-looking report
came Tuesday, and the Dow Jones
average of 30 industrial stocks
responded by cracking the 900point barrier for the first time in
more than a year.
The Dow advanced 8.01 points to
901.31, its highest close since
901.83 on Aug. 25, 1981. Nearly four
stocks gained in price for every
one that lost on the New York
Stock Exchange.
Economists said the Commerce
Department's report that the Index of Leading Indicators jumped
1.3 percent in July indicates that
overall national economic activity
should increase substantially by
tlie end of the year. It whs the
fourth consecutive monthly increase.
leading-index and
the • recent sharp drop in.interest
rates are pavino.the way for solid
e.iconomic improvement."
Saldrige said.
'
Jerry Jasinwski: t-hief
r

economist for the National
Association of Manufacturers.
called the report "encouraging
evidence that economic recovery
is about to get under way."
The index includes statistics
from 10 separate categories and is
intended to forecast future
economic trends.
The Commerce Department
also reported orders fot manufactured goods rose 2 percent in July.

the third straight monthly gain
and the biggest increase since the
end of 1980. Orders rose $3.1 billion
to a seasonally adjusted $160.2
billion.
Although the 2 percent gain over
June's orders was the largest
percentage increase since
December 1980, total orders still
were 7 percent below the level in
July 1981, before the recession
began.

The Conference Board, a
research group supported by
business, reported meanwhile
that plans for spending on plants
and equipment plunged 22 percent
in the second quarter from the
previous three months.
The board said capital appropriations. which are authorizations to spend money in the future
on new plant and equipment. fell
to a seasonally adjusted $20
billion.

Service programs lose federalfunds
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP)
Kentucky's human service programs will lose about $8.6 million
as the result of cuts contained in a
recent congressional resolution,
according to state Human
Resources officials.

The block grant provides rikoney
for Kentucky's basic social service programs.
Another cut is the termination of
Title V of the Olddr Americans
Act, a program providing parttime jobs in community activities
for people,L55 or older. The proHouse Resolution 352 was part
gram,scheduled to end Oct 1, will
of a spending compromise betlofted approximately 1,000 Kenween the Reagan- administration
tuckians.
and Congress.
.
Also, the Child Welfare Services
The largent...±41iiiiseeciir in the
Block Geent x"...--'11-ced by .nearly
Department for Social Services, $900,000. while the employment
services grants are expected to
where the Social Service Block
decrease by up to$174'
Grant to Kentucky will be reduced
Hegulatory changes in the Aid
by 'nearly $2 million in the next
to Families with Dependent
fiscal year..
•
a s

Children program will reduce
benefits to Kentucky clients by
more than $1 million. These
changes involve rounding benefits
down to the lowest dollar and prorating the first month's benefits.
Also, children of some military
parents will no longer be eligible
for AFDC benefits.,
The reduction of $1.3 million in
health Services is primarily in
eritittikpervive '.,ihe Width;
said.
— •
They said the remainder 5f the
cuts will be •spread.among 0131ir
cabinet programs, although none
will be as extreme

By THOMAS W. NE i tIi,R
Associated Press Writer
WARSAW, Poland (API —
Police dodging bricks and
firebombs fired on a crowd of
demonstrators in the town of
Lubin, killing two and wounding 12
in the most violent incident marking the second anniversary of
Solidarity, the official PAP news
agency said today.
Meanwhile, the wife of interned
Solidarity leader Lech Walesa
said after visiting him that he

Last of guerrillas
leave Beirut port
By FAROUK NASSAR
Associated Press Writer
BEIRUT, Lebanon ( AP) — The
last 633 Palestine Liberation
Organization guerrillas steamed
out of the port of Beirut today,
heading for exile in Syria and closing a page on the bloody turmoil
that has shaken this nation for the
past dozen years.
The boat left only three hours
after Defense Secretary Caspar
Weinberger arrived to thank the
U.S. Marines who helping
safeguard the PLO exodus.
The last contingent of PLO
fighters left on the Greek ship
Mediterranean Sun for the Syrian
port of Tartus. The Lebanese
government said they were accompanied by 45 women and 33
children.
Lebanon's state radio said PLO
Chairman Yasser Arafat's top
security chief Salah Khalef. codenamed Abu Iyad, and chief of
staff, Brig. Gen. Saad Sayel, also
known as Abu Walid, were among
the last batch of evacuees.
It was the 14th and last evacuation boat that dispersed the guerrillas among eight Arab countries
stretching from Marxist South
Yemen on the Red Sea to Algeria
on the northwest coast of Africa.
On Tuesday, the Syrian army
completed a two-day withdrawal
of its 3,000-man 85th Brigade, and
two Greek ships -- the Paros and
Santorini — sailed for North
Yemen with 480 men on each, PLO
officers said. •
An estimated 15.000 P1.0
fighters. Syrians and Palestine
Liberation Army troops have been
evacuated under the U.S.sponsored plan.
In Greece, • Arafat. landed
aboard the Greek ship Atlantis at"
a secluded yht marina outside
Athens and was welcomed by
Prime Minister Andrtss Papandreou and four ministers_ Hun(Continued On Page 21

"was not of the opinion to turn out
in the streets and fight. But the
workers know that the law is not
respected by the authorities I and
workers should fight with the appropriate measures." She did not
specify which measures would be
appropriate. Mrs. Walesa spoke to
a reporter in Gdansk.
The report by PAP was the first
announcement of fatalities in
demonstrations in at least a dozen
cities Tuesday. They were the
first deaths caused by clashes between police and protesters since
the early days of martial law last
December.
PAP said three of the 12 wounded in Lubin were hurt seriously. •
Eleven police officers and one
volunteer police reservist were
also reported hurt.
"Investigations so far show that
firearms were used because of the
aggressive behavior of the crowd.
who were attacking the I government forces with gasoline bombs,
stones and bricks," Warsaw radio
said in a report monitored in London.
Continued On Page 2)

thunderstorms
A 70 percent chance of
thunderstorms today. Slow
moving storms will produce
heavy rain. Warm and muggy.
Highs in the mid to upper 80s.
Southwest winds 10 to 20 mph.
An 80 percent chance of
thunderstorms tonight and
Thursday with the chance of
more heavy rain. Warm and
humid. Lows in the low 70s.
Highs Thursday in the mid 80s
Southwest winds 5 to 15 mph.
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Evacuation...
•

I Continued From Page 1)
dreds of police provided security.
Greek gov eminent spokesman
Dirnitri Maroudas said Arafat was
expected to stay in Greece up to 24
hours and then fly to an
unspecified location. Government
sources said he would eventually
go to Tunis. Tunisia and set up a
PLO base.
The U.S. defense secretary flew
here b) helicopter and met immediately with U.S. presidential
envoy Philip C. Habib at the
residence of U.S. Ambassador
Robert Dillon. five miles east of
the cit). There were no details on
their talks

Lions collect
for eye fund

Weinberger was to meet Later
today with Lebanese President
Elias Sarkis
Beirut newspapers reported
that Weinberger's talks with
Sarkis and Lebanon's presidentelect Bashir Gemayel were expected to focus on strengthening
the Lebanese army and on a process to bring about an Israeli and
Syrian withdrawal from Lebanon
in the wake of the PLO evacuation.
The defense secretary was expected to lunch with U.S. Marines,
who arrived here last week to join
French and Italian troops in a
peacekeeping force to oversee the
withdrawal.
Weinberger said Tuesday the
800 American soldiers could be
withdrawn.
::very soon after" the
pullout is completed.
Weinberger is scheduled to
travel to Tel Aviv from Beirut for
talks with Israeli leaders, including Defense Minister Ariel
Sharon, and then go to Cairo to
meet with Egyptian President
Hosni :Mubarak.

The 13th annual 'Help The
-Lions" Sight Conservation Candy
Days will be conducted Sept. 10
and 11 by the Murray -Lions Club,
according to Aryjn Crafton, president.
Calltly Days help support the
Kentucky Lions Eye Foundation.
Members of the local club will
man positions at Big John's,
Storey's, IGA Northside and
Southside, Bank of Murray, People's Bank, Owen's, Wal-Mart,
Kroger, JCPenney. K-mart and
Ronald E. Jameson, 36, Rt. 1,
Parker's Market on those two '
.Almo, was arrested Aug. 30 on
days.•
Lions also will be present from 7 charges of theft by deception over
p.m. to 8 at the Murray High $100, according to a spokesman
Schcol-Calloway County High for the Calloway County Sheriff's
Department.
School football game Sept 10.
Jameson, currently released on
Lions will be exchanging the
familiar candy rolls for contribu- a $3,000 cash bond, was reported
tions to raise &local goal of $1.500. to have passedva check in the
amount of $5,754 to a local
The statewide goal is $50,000.
The Nlurray° Lions Club spon- businessinan.
sors local Sightsonservation pro- 'An investigation by the sheriff's
. grasps., purchases glasses for department is currently sniderway.
needy children and sponsors
Sally Jean Garrett, 24,
various other local and school acPaducah, is • presently free on a
tivities.
"Each candy roll exchanged." $25,000 bond following her arrest
Aug. 27 on charges of theft by
Crafton said. -will help the Lions
continue and expand their ser- failure to make required disposition of property over $100, also
vices for sight conservation and
assure the Murray I.ions Club con- known as embezzlement, the
tinuing aid to the visually han- spokesman said.
No further information was
dicapped and less fortunate in the
available An investigation into
corTInIuruty:'
0? •

Asked if he planned to discuss
the withdrawal of Israeli troopfrom Lebanon. Weinberge:
reiterated the U.S. position that
the removal of all foreign troops
from Lebanon was "essential t
ultimate peace" in the region
Lebanese Prime Minister
Shafik Wazzan says he wants the
Israelis to withdraw from the
Beirut seaport, airport and positions on the mid-city entrances to
west Beirut now that the PLO
evacuation is nearing an end.
But the Israelis say the PLO
violated the evacuation plan by
turning as heavy weapons over to
its leftist Lebanese militia allies,
instead of the Christian-led
Lebanese army. Israel is now
demanding (lot the .1,500 fighters
of the pro-PLO Moslem Mourabitoun militia be withdrawn from
west Beirut.
Wazzan and other Lebanese
Moslem leaders rejected the demand, saying this was a "strictly
domestic affair uncovered by the
PLO evacuation agreement."

P41,1

to
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YOUNG SKIER - Ryan Cunningham,four-year-old son of Mr. and Mrs. Randy Cunningham, mastered the
art of water skiing this summer. Ryan skis at Wildcat Creek and plans to learn barefoot skiing next summer
from his father, an avid skier..With the help of his dad, Ryan also taught a three-year-old friend to ski.

Poland...
(Continued From Page 1
Lubin was not mentioned in
earlier reports about the rioting
that erupted in at least 12 Polish
cities on Tuesday. It is a coppermining town of 67,000 people,
where few incidents of unrest
have been reported previously.
Authorities responded to Tuesday's deaths by imposing an 8
p.m. to 5 a.m, curfew on the

Sheriff's office cites
various reports here
the incident is currently underway
by the sheriff's department.
Allen M. McCallum, 18, Murray,
was charged with possession of
marijuana following a routine
traffic stop on Aug. 28, the
spokesman said.
McCallum, who was sighted at
approximately 2:15 a.m. on KY 94
east, was reported to have been
possessing less than eight onces of
the ilegial weed, plus .drug
paraphenelia. Both are misdeanors according to current law.
A juvenile charged with receiving stolen property over $1013
following an arrest on Aug. 28.
A resident of Shady Oaks, the
youth allegedly sold a stolen boat
trolling motor and outboard gas
can to a Calloway County subject.
An investigation is currently
underway into the incident by
Calloway County officials.

Rains...
(Continued From Page 1
homes in the Kentucky Lake area
lost service between 2:30 a.m. and
7 a.m. Tuesday.
Warren County Extension Agent
Kelcy Driskill said he expected little damage to the region's crops
despite the heavy rains.
"It may be there'll be some
damage in the low-lying areas,
especially those that got more
than three inches of rain,"
Driskell said. "I've seen some
soybeans that were kind of squatted down this morning."
Driskill said the greatest danger
to the area's tobacco crop - 80
percent of,which is still in the
fields- is thatagrong winds might
knock down plants if the water
loosens the soil too much.
Driskill said the wet weather
also could slow the fall harvest.
The storm caused scattered
power outages in the Bowling
Green Municipal Utilities and
Warren Rural Electric
Cooperative Corp. service areas
but neither utility reported major
problems.
Buck Jenkins of WRECC said
about 400 people experienced
outages throughout the night,
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town's youths and an 11 p.m. to 5
a.m,curfew on adults.
Similar curfews were reimposed in Wroclaw, Dzierzoniow,
Bielawa, Klodzko and Swidnica,
official sources said.
Warsaw radio, meanwhile, said
police had arrested a "terrorist
group" planning "political
murders" in Katowice, southwest
Poland's coal capital where protests were also reported Tuesday.
"In the apartment of one of the
group's members...police found
methodical instructions on killing
people with specially devised
bullets," the radio said.
The radio said the group planned to execute officials in public,
sabotage state facilities and proyoke demonstrations and riots by
Solidarity members who failed to
accepttheir conspiracy.
The state media hinted at a new
crackdown by Poland's martial
law regime, saying Poles will
have to "pay" for the defiant
demonstrations in support of
Solidarity.
Tens of thousands of Poles,
answering the call of Solidarity's
underground leaders, went into
the streets, braving concussion
grenades, tear gas and water cannon fired by riot troops.
Authorities said several hundred demonstrators were arrested.
In Warsaw, an estimated 10,000
demonstrators marched to within
a mile of Poland's Communist
Party headquarters before riot
police turned them away. The
police called in army troops with
automatic weapons to help guard
the building.
At the front of the crowd in Warsaw, marchers carried a huge
banner saying, "Solidarity Will

Not Be Divided or Destroyed."
The carried a portrait of Walesa.
"Free Lech! Free Lech!" the
marchers chanted.
The police advanced in columns, after rerouting traffic to
clear the streets. They broke up
the crowds with tear gas, which
soon hung in blue clouds over the
city's main streets. They also used
concussion grenades, which send
out a shock wave, but no shrapnel,
when they explode.

Fire destroys
Benton building
An early morning fire destroyed
a portion of the building formerly
housihg the Miller Plumbing Company and P.N. Hirsch on Main
Street, Benton.
According to a spokesman for
the Benton Fire Department, the
fire was spotted by a passerby approximately 1:30 a.m.
The fire quickly spread gutting
the two story structure, currently
being occupied by Unclaimed Furniture. Several items were also
being stored in the building by The
Bank of Benton, owners of the
facilities.
The building is located_ directly .,
across from The Bank of Benton's
main office and in the same city
block as First Federal Savings
and Loan, Valley Building and
Loan, Benton City Hall and The
First Methodist Church.
Firefighters were still on the
scence this morning as flames
lingered in areas of the blackened
building.
Another retail store adjacent to
the burned-out portion is presently
occupied by Something Special
gift shop.
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Cancer causes
topic ofstudy
The seemingly ordinary lives we lead — the
conditions under which we live, work and play, the
products we use, the food we eat — all may increase
our risk of developing cancer.
To learn what exactly in our lifestyles and
environment poses a health threat, we need to rely
on research studies such as the American Cancer
Society's current Cancer Prevention Study II.
This week marks the start of the study in
Calloway County and communities all over the
country.
Nineteen volunteers from the Calloway County
unit of the American Cancer Society will be asking
their friends and neighbors to participate in the
study by filling out a detailed, very confidential
health and lifestyle questionnaire.
The Society's first Cancer Prevention Study,
conducted from 1959 until 1972, was instrumental in
informing the American public about the dangers of
smoking. The study identified cigarettes as the
culprit behind lung cancer and heart disease. This
is a fact that we take almost for granted these days,
but documentation was still meager until then.
At this time of great public concern over possible
environmental causes of cancer, there is a definite
need for a study of the scope of Cancer Prevention
Study II. With rumors flying that just about
everything causes cancer, the study will help to
identify those factors which really do pose a serious
threat to our health.
Are X-rays safe? Can the birth control pill
do
more harm than good? How dangerous is
that
morning cup of coffee? These questions and many
others, hopefully, will be answered by the study
findings, and perhaps shed light on what can
be
done to reduce our risk of cancer and
other
diseases.
More than one million men and women will take
part in the study, and if you are one of those
asked
to participate, we urge your cooperation.
The study will take very little of your time
—
filling out an easy-to-follow questionnaire for
now
and responding to a few questions from
your
American Cancer Society volunteer two years from
now.
The study's findings are difficult to predict, but
we share the optimism of Dr. Robert V. P. Hutter,
national president of ACS, who hopes that Cancer
Prevention Study II "will help us plan a world
without cancer for our children."
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agree or not

by s.c, van curon

Little noticed bill shifts state government

FRANKFORT-A little noticed bill
that shakes up state government
from its head to its toes was passed in
the waning days of the legislature
and its full impact is now beginning
to be felt after it became effective
June 15.
The bill covers 36 pages in the
Legislative Acts printed by Banks
Baldwin. It completely reorganizes
state government "fininshing up the
job started by the Ford administration in 1973," Ralph Ed Graves who
spent many months doing the job for
the Brown administration,said.
It created three new cabinets in
state government, making a total of
10 to which another was added
recently when Revenue was advanced to cabinet status from department.
The bill went through as one of
those "housekeeping" measures
without any mention being made of
cost. In time, all of the stationery, all

of the manuals, and the signs on state
buildings and office doors will have
to be changed to conform with the
bill.
No one in government wants to
make an estimate of cost. As Graves
explains it, "therewill be very little
added cost since present printing
supplies are to be used until new supplies are needed.- He said the old
names will be Xed out and the new
cabinet of division name typed over
the others on all stationery and new
manuals won't be printed until the
present supply is exhausted. At least,
he said, 'this is supposed to be what
happens."
Two afternoons of calling the state
printing department and property
and supplies in the Bureau of
Transportation got no information
whether printing of the new stationery and manuals is now being
done.
Don Tyson. head of state printing,

was ill at honie and Ed Yates who
handles the printing for Transportation was out of the office both afternoons. Their assistants evaded questions and said any information would
have to come from Tyson or Yates.
State government was completely
reorganized, creating Bureaus during Gov. Wendell Ford's administration, but there wasn't time to give it a
trial run and make necessary
refinements. This is what Graves
said was done by Brown, in changing
Bureau to Cabinets.
:The original idea was to put related
functions under a Bureau and the
secretary was to report to the governor, instead of the governor having
an assistant in his office ride herd of
several departments of government
and report to him. The new
Secretaries are in turn members of
the governor's cabinet with a super
cabinet secretary over all cabinet
secretaries.
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Stock market free
There is no freer market than the stock market. It
is a remarkable barometer of public confidence in
the economy.
Until recently, it had long gauged nothing but
lack of confidence. Stock prices had been in a slump
for months, failing to respond to even the rosiest of
economic forecasts. The Dow Jones industrial
average had just hit a 27-month low.
Then came Booming Tuesday. It started off just
like any other day. But news reached the floor of the
New York Stock Exchange that economist Henry
Kaufman, perhaps Wall Street's most respected
sage, was now predicting that interest rates would
drop dramatically by the end of the year, a sharp
reversal from his earlier pessimistic forecast.
The market exploded. It leapt out of the doldrums
and, in a frantic pandemonium of buying and selling, sent stock prices soaring, pushing the Dow to
its largest one-day gain in history.
Why the sudden turnaround? It seems apparent
that it was sparked by the same thing that caused
the long decline: interest rates. When they were
high and economist-gurus were predicting they
would stay that way, there was little confidence in
the economy and the market sank. Now, with interest rates Seemingly on their way down,investors
are in an optimistic mood.
The market's vote of confidence in the prospect of
lower interest rates is further proof that high interest rates, more than anything else, are the
bugaboo of the economic recovery. They discourge
credit buying and investment, thus contributing to
slow growth and high unemployment.
If the economy is to get back on its economic feet,
interest rates must continue to decline. But the
danger in that is the inflation rate might start to
escalate again, which would be even more damaging to the economy. Inflation and interest rates
have been like a seesaw in recent years: when one
is high. theother is low.
The only way to get off the seesaw is to have the
federal government move toward a balanced
budget and keep on moving until rapid growth of the
national debt is brought under control.
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Graves said all departments were
notified well in advance about the
reorganization before the bill was
passed so they could plan their printing ahead for the changes.
There was a feeling around when
the Ford Administration reorganized
government that creation of the
Bureau positions just added another
layer of bureaucracy for high-paying
patronage positions.
F'or example, some of the constitutionally elected state officials are in
cabinets and ostensible under the
cabinet secretary, but everyone
knows that a constitutionally elected
official is going to run his office as he
sees fit, in keeping with law and the
constitution.
Each cabinet is broken down into
six subdivisions, providing uniformity throughout government, Graves
says. Departments are 'headed by
commissioners, divisions by director, branches by managers, sections
by supervisors, units by leaders and
then offices.
Cost of changes that leave the
Brown brand on state government
vary from Graves practically.
nothing to millions of dollars.
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Regan popularity sliding
WASHINGTON ( API — In those
heady early days of 1981, Ronald
Reagan seemed so popular with the
public that Congress was hesitant to
cross the man who had won a startlingly big election victory.
But those days are gone and, with
them, a chunk of Reagan's popularity.
For Reagan is not, it seems, immune to one of the apparent rules of
American politics. At midterm, a
president's rating with the public
goes just one way,down.
The Republican inciunbent's slide
has not been as long or as steep as
Jimmy Carter's plunge in the polls'.
But his ratings with the public have
been dropping nonetheless.
.
Americans' positive rating of his
work overall stands at 37 percent in
the latest Associated Press-NBC
News poll, the lowest of his administration. That's far from the 66
percent rating he received in April

1981.
For comparison, Carter's positive
job rating in August 1978 stood at 26
percent, the low point for him at the
time.
Lest one forget, presidential
ratings can also go up. But such
spurts are usually temporary ones
based on an international crisis or
particularly outstanding presidential
victory.
Congressional actions,
bureaucratic decisions and presidential initiatives depend on many factors, not just poll results. But poll
standings can be important to a
president.
If the presidential ratings are high,
they act like grease in the machinery
of government.
During the honeymoon days of the
Reagan administration,for example,
many congressmen and congressional aides seemed convinced that
Ronald Reagan was one of the most
popular presidents in history. That

perception was incorrect, since
Reagan's standing with the public
was not much different from Carter's
at the same point in his administration.
When the president's standing
begins to drop, that grease in the
government machinery seems to
turn into sand. And it becomes a bit
harder for the president to get his
way.
For example, Reagan couldn't
• quite get the budget bill he wanted
this year. To get what he could,
Reagan had to swallow a tax increase of almost $100 billion, a bitter
dose of political medicine for a politician who prides himself on being a
tax-cutter.
What Reagan is learning is that
there was a lot of truth in an observation by Lyndon Johnson.
"You've got to give it all you can
that first year," Johnson said after
he left office. -You've got just one
year when they treat you right."

make the choice easier. Any suggestion' F.V.
ANSWER: There are quite a few
things you must learn about the nursing home in order to make a comparison. You must learn whether or
not the nursing home and the administrator both have a current
license with the state. You should
also find out if the home is certified to
participate in Government and other
programs,such as Mecliciire, and if it
has any special servicis your mother
will need.
You will also have to compare the
physical aspects of the nursing
homes in question. This includes the
location, accident prevention, fire
safety, cleanliness, etc: Then there.
are- the Services to lie compared;
su'c' "as the nèdicil 'services,
hospitalization, nursing servicet
rehabilitation, activities,!etc. And,
the most: difficult of all, the atmosphere and attitudes of the personnel who work at the home.
You can find an eagy-to-fill-out
check list concerning nursing homes

in Heartline's Almanac for Older
Americans. By using this checklist,
von can compare nursing homes to
me another. You will also find other
topics of information and education
for and about the elderly and retirement. To order your copy, send 99.95
to Heartline's Almanac, 114 East
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45391. Please allow 6-8 weeks for
delivery.

headline
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If you
have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write to
Heartline, 114 East Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a self-addressed, stamped
envelope. The most useful replies
wW be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: My mother, who is
69 years old, had a stroke several
months ago. She will, be released ,
from the hospital in 'a couple of
weeks. She will not be able to go to
her own home, because my father is
nbt able to give her the care and attention that she will need and we cannot afford someone to stay with her
wool.;
her in a nursing home for at least a
few months until she is able to do
more for herself and regains some of
the strength .she has lost. How do we
go about selecting the nursing home
that will be right for her'' There must
be 'some way of comparing them to

ihe

so:AwNe67°.

Ten years ago
Jerry Mac Burkeen, Kathryn Jean
Hardie and Steve Allen Beatty are
local students recently awarded
scholarships to Murray State University.
Deaths reported include John
Lackey Tidwell.
Calloway County Homemakers
Association had its council and training meetings at Community Room of
Hopkinsville Federal and Savings,
Murray. Mrs. Harold Eversmeyer is
president and Mrs. Anton Herndon is
secretary-treasurer.
Murray State University Symphony Orchestra will be under the
direction of Neale B. Mason,
associate professor of music, according to Richard Farrell. head of
the Department of Music.
Bobbie Buchanan was medalist in
golf play at Oaks Country Club.
Twenty years ago
Marinell Myers, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Chester B. Myers. Lynn
Grove, will leave Sept. 9 to compete
for title of American Dairy Princess
at Chicago, Ill. She is the Kentucky
Dairy Princess.
Johnny Kelso and Max Hughes
were district winners of 4-H Tractor
Driving Contest at Princeton on Aug.
30.
Brown C. Tucker discussed "Soil
Conservation Movement" at meeting
of the Murray Rotary Club at Murray
Woman's Club House.
The Rev. J. Bill Jones of Princeton
wll speak at Sunday School Action
Night of Blood River Baptist Association on Sept. 4 at First Baptist
Church, Murray.
Thirty years ago
Serving in the North Korean Combat Area aboard the landing ship
dock, USS Fort Marion. is James E.
Buchanan. son of Mr. and Mrs_ Tom
Buchanan, Rt. 2.
Mrs. Joe Brandon, Benton, former
missionary to Brazil, spoke at the annual day meeting of Calloway County
Homemakers on Aug. 29 at Kenlake
Hotel.
Officers of Murray High School
Parent-Teacher Association are
W.B. Moser, Mrs. J.B. Wilson, Mrs.
Charles M. Baker. Miss ',Ma Cain
and Mrs. Buford Hurt.
Mrs A.O. Woods recently returned
from lake Junalaska where she attended Children's Leadership Training School of Methodist Conference.
She is district director of children's
work in Paris District.
Mrs. Eula Kemp is the guest of her
son, Norvan Kemp of Akron,Ohio.

HEARTLINE: What does
Medicare Part 'A" pay for basically? P
.
.F.
ANSWER: Your Mzlicare Part
"A" helps pay for medically
necessary covered services provided
-by health facilities that participate in
the Medicare provaija if you are:
11 A bid'patient irka hospital, and if
you require more care for the same
condition after a hospital stay, you
Can receive coverage if you are'
- ——
.2. A bed patient in a skilled nursing
facility. or:
3. A patient at home receiving services from a home health agency.
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Storey's
FOOD SHOPPING
BEL AIR
CENTER
GIANT

L
WE
ACCEPT
OWNED
HOME
U.S.FOODGOVERNMENT
AND
STAMPS
OPERATED
WEEKLY SPECIAL
WEEKLY SPECIAL

WEEKLY SPECIAL

REG. $1.99

,REG. $1.19
CHARLES

REG. 694
COUNTY FAIR
HAMBURGER & HOT DOG

POTATO
CHIPS

2:1 ,,./99
PKG.

WEEKLY SPECIAL

WEEKLY SPECIAL

REG. $1.99 ORANGE

FLAV-0-RICH 1% LIGHT

CRUSH

MILK

9

SUPER INFLATION FIG

COTTAGE
l
CHEESE

99

/
1 2 GAL.

(LIMIT TWO PLEASE).

1 LB.
FOUR STICK

8
$
111
1 PK.60Z.
PLUS
I
DEPOSIT
I (LIMIT TWO PLEASE)

REG., RUFFLE, B.B.O., SOUR CREAM

WEEKLY SPECIAL

MARGARINE
P

PEPSI, DT. PEPSI
MT. DEW
-zap,

7&)
eqt7d.

884

BUNS

8 PK.
16 OZ.
PLUS
DEPOSIT

Prio
Where Low
PRICES GOOD WED SEPT. 1 THRU TIM

ORANGE
JUICE
/
1
2 GAL.$

24 02 $ 1 3
9

SUPER INFLATION FIGHTER

SUPER INFLATION FIGH

COLORTEX BATHROOM

MARDI GRAS DECORATED
bathroom
tissue

TISSUE

69

.10

JUMBO
ROLL

684

'KETCHUP
SHORTENING
BEANS..
SALMON
OIL 30 2.
SALT
TEA BAGS
LEMONADE
TEA BAGS . .24 CT.$ 89 DISH LIQIUD 59' ITALIAN 1607.$119
BEANS
JUICE
1807.
BAGS
BAGS io cr.$1"B.B.0 SAUCE
DISH LIQUID3207 $172
PEACHES
DETERGENT
CHEEZ-IT
SWIFT

$139
COLA..1202.ati 5/99'

WESSON VEGTABLE

4201.

$ 1 5?

3201.

FATCr0

NO SALT ALTERNATIVE

BUSH'S BAKED

16 OZ

2/99"

PURITAN

60z.354

17

oz.2/89`

$289

694

CRACKERS

SEVEN SEAS DRESSING CREAMY

VAN CAMP PORK 8,

OCEAN SPRAY CRANBERRY

SEVEN SEAS BUTTERMILK 1601.

2/89'

SO CT

19

3202. $ 11

KRAFT REG.

DAWN

LIBBY'S SWEET

784

PEAS

2/$1 °9

SOLO LAUNDRY 64 OZ.

SUNSHINE

16oz.$1 °9

17 OZ.

V89"

HERSHEY'S CHOCOLATE

$379 SYRUP

looz.89c

HEALTH Et BEAUTY AIDS
Register for a Free Col. Lee's Country
SILKIENCE $1 48 Ham,
to be given away by Storey's Food
SHAMPOO
I
Giant!
701.

SILKIENCE
RIG. OR UNSCENTED
ANTI-PERSPIRANT ROLL-ON

DRY IDEA

Drawing to be held 3:00 PM
Saturday Sept. 4th
Need not be present to winll

$ 48
'7

PI

BUSH'S GREAT 303

CAI

NORTHERN'S 3/$1
PLANTERS CHEESE
BALLS-OR CHEESE

CURLS ....58.602.89 4

Z

•s.

[

LOO

Cl

1 LB

CI
CASH POT:
This win 5300"
Last Week Name
Loyd Ratterree

At Storey's you don't
need to spend your time
and money collecting
stamps and filling books
just to get a bargain. At
Storey's we make it
easy to save.

1 48
707

BEANS ..303 3/$1 °9

TIRED OF
COLLECTING
STAMPS?

REG. OR X-BODY

REG. OR X -BODY
HAIR CONDITIONER

BAI

DRESSING.. looz.$1 19

GLAD TALL KITCHEN HANDLE-TIE

994

HUNT'S 15 OZ.

TREATS

CORN

SUN EIGHT 1201.

GLAD FOOD STORAGE

WEIGHT WATCHERS

1502. $ 1 99

LIPTON FAMILY

16

2 LB. BOX

DOUBLE 0 PINK

BUSH'S CUT GREEN

SUNSHINE SALTINE 16 OZ.

COUNTRY TIME MIX

. 100 CT $29
2

• t‘o.,,h. L1,11 ••

69"

16 OZ

OIL

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS YELLOW

oz. $J99

LIPTON

„ierri

fov

PAPER
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1

4 ROLL
HUNT'S

5#9L

BEST

1

1
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— NO COUPONS OR STAMPS NECESSARY
REG. 81' EACH
LYNN GROVE
GRADE 'A' LARGE

PricesOriginate

EGGS

OD WED SEPT. 1 THRU TUESDAY SEPT. 7th 1

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT
TO LIMIT
QUANTITIES

WEEKLY SPECIAL

DOZ. FOR

LIMIT TWO PER FAMILY
WITH SI0.00 ADDITIONAL ORDER
EXCLUDING TOBACCO 1 DAIRY PRODUCTS

WEEKLY SPECIAL

AR
VIARRINE
P Ki

FAMILY PACK

USDA CHOICE

CUT-UP
FRYERS

LB.
FOUR STICK
1

8

2 59

STORE HOURS:
8 a.m. - 11 p.m.
EVERY DAY

PAR KAY

LB.

Aft.
,

T-BONE
STEAK

$

39

SUPER INFLATION FIGHTER

WEEKLY SPECIAL

KR
DAANGE
JUICE
/
1
2 GAL lb

99

LB.2

LIMIT 2 PLEASE

USDA CHOICE

t.

SIRLOI
STEAK

1I so

AI

.2
$ 49
LB

SUPER INFLATION FIGHTER

MARDI GRAS DECORATED

PAPER
TOWEL

68

towels

VIA

JUMBO
ROLL

GREEN

BARTLETT
RIB EYE
S .. 303 3/$1 °9 PEARS
LB. 59' STEAK
AT 303
CARDINAL RED
BOSTON BUTT & PORK
HERWS 3/$1 GRAPES
LB.894 ROAST
LOOSE YELLOW
HEESE
BUTT PORTION
IEESE
SEARS89C HAM
CORN
0
1 LB. BAG
CENTER SLICED
CARROTS.3/$1 °° HAM
SH POT:

is win '300"

t Week Name
yd Ratterree

SWIFT ALL AMERICAN BONELESS

LB. $449 HAM
LS $219
SWIFT SIZZLEAN
LB.$159 BACON 12 OZ $ 1 59
BRYAN JUICY JUMBO
LB. $1 19 WIENERS ....LB.$1 79
BRYAN SLICED
LR $1 99 BOLOGNAI207.$1 39

BONUS PACK CHICKEN

LEGS
BONUS PACK CHICKEN
THIGHS

LB.I 9

LB 69

SMOKY HOLLOW SMOKED

SAUSAGE....LB.$219
BONUS PACK CHICKEN
LB.$ 1 19
BREAST

PRODUCE
RED
POTATOES

RED OF
.LECTING
'AMPS?

.ey's you don't
pend your time
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id filling books
t a bargain. At
we make it
lye.

PRODUCE
JONATHAN & GOLD DELICIOUS
APPLES
$1 29
3 La. BAG

BAKERY SPECIALS
FRENCH BREAD
CINNAMON ROLLS
CHEESE CAKE

LOAF

794

EA 254

pad 394
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The marriage of Miss ushers
The groom and his atShirley Jeanne Elkins
and Roy Dale Sheridan tendants wore blue suits
was solemnized in a With white shirts and
ceremony on Saturday, solid navy blue ties. They
July 24, at Salem Baptist had white rose boutonnieres.
Church.
Natoshi Shoemaker
The Rev. Michael Littrell officiated. Mrs. was flower girl. She was
Angela Fuqua, pianist escorted by Jason Litand vocalist, presented a trell.
The ringbearer was
program of music.
Parents of the bride are Eric Littrell.
Mrs. Elkins and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. James D.
Elkins. She is the grand- Sheridan, mothers of the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. bridal couple, were atA.D. Elkins and Mrs. tired in blue dresses.
Veola Parks and the Their corsages were of
great-granddaughter of blue roses.
The wedding was
Mrs. Hattie F. Elkins.
The groom is the son of directed by Mrs. Frances
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry L. Jones.
Sheridan. He is thE
, Miss Joy Kelso presidgrandson of Mrs. ed at the wedding
Elizabeth Haneline and register.
Reception
Cleatous Enoch.
Mrs. Martha Littrell
The church altar was
centered with a wrought directed the reception
iron arch entwined with held in the Fellowship
blue and white roses and Hall of the church.
The bride's table was
love birds. Baskets of
pink and yellow roses covered with lace over
were used on each side of blue and was centered
with an arrangement of
the altar.
blue roses and white
The bride
daisies flanked by blue
The bride wore a dress candles.
of white crepe designed
The three-tiered wedwith a lace yoke and lace ding cake, made by Mrs.
sleeves. Her train was at- Littrell, was decorated
tached to her white pic- with wedding rings and
ture hat. The dress was topped with an arch of
made by the bride's wedding bells.
mother.
Assisting Mrs. Littrell
She carried a bouquet in serving were Jean
of blue roses and white Bailey, Veronica Elkins
daisies.
and Linda Easley.
Mrs. Denise Smith was . The couple left for a
matron of honor. short wedding trip and
Bridesmaids were Cathy are now residing in the
Crawford and Sarah Coldwater community.
Elkins. Junior They both are students at
bridesmaids were Debbie Murray State University.
Littrell and Tammy LitRehearsal dinner
trell.
The groom's parents
The attendants wore were hosts for a rehearblue floral print dresses sal dinner at Seven Seas
designed with pointed Restaurant. Gifts were
waistlines and ruffled presented to the attenneck and hem lines. They 'dants.
•
carried bouquets of blue - -IP Bridal events
roses.
Three bridal events
Carl L. Enoch was best given in honor of the
man. Larry K. Enoch, bride included:
Ricky Sheridan, Chris
A kitchen shower by
Sheridan and Marty' Cathy Crawford, Joann
Sheridan were Shoemaker and Joy Kelso
groomsmen. The latter at Community Room of
three, all brothers of the North Branch of Peoples
groom, also served as Bank.

And We've Got
The Newest Designs
For the Fashion
Conscience Woman...

ill

Low Heels, Flat Heels
Leg Warmers, Black
Patent Leather and
Everything Your
Heart Desires In
Footwear For Fall
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Murray Civic
Music
Association

I

1982-83 Season
Jerome Hines

One

Oct. 3, 1982
3:00 p.m.

of the greatest voices of our
day," Mr. Hines has performed with
the leading opera companies in the
world.

Gran Folkloric° De Mexico

October 18, 1982
8:00 p.m.
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Mr. and Mrs. Roy Dale Sheridan
Julia Parks and Cheryl
A tea by the family of Church.
A tele by Maxine Elkins at Salem Baptist
the groom at the Coldwater United Methodist Starks, Veronica Elkins, Church.

Balloons used
in new method

•

MARILYN DILL, teacher for Multi-Age
Preschool Coop at Early Childhood Center, Murray
State University, is visiting in the homes of
preschool students Aug. 30 to Sept. 2 prior to opening of school on Thursday, Sept. 9. Persons desiring
information about the coop may call Sharon
Starkey, 759-9807. Mrs. Dill is pictured, top photo,
with Brandon McCoy, and bottom photo, with Keni
Whitfield.
Photos by Pam Thornton
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Cabaret

Date to be
accounced

He ,s torouy
olone

control cient•r

A Pot BellyBear
...FREE!

Rosalind Elias and Theodore Uppmon, Vocalists
The Gordons - Pianists - 11 Dvsseldorff piano
The Roger Wegner Chorale
Mat Mora%
Ragtime pianist, historian and
humorist

Patron Categories

-pen*" -

Adults
.
$17.50
Students
8 8.50
Family
$40.00
Family membership consists of two adults
and any number of children under one
roof

gift of $15 to $49
above cost of membership
"%stein* Patron" - gift of $50
to $99 above cost of member
ship
„woofed.,” _ gift of $100 Or
.
more above cost of membership
"Corporate Spoon." - gift of
$100 or more by a business or
corporation

All those lovable expressions that
,.., ..
make your child so special Share
hem with family and friends in a 20-Portrait Package at
regular
low
pnce
of
$1295 And get an adorable Pot
our
Belly Bear ($4 50 value) when you make your 954 deposit
Something extra to smile about,
Out 20Portrait Package includes 2

iSslOs,

. 5t7a and IS wallets

950deposit per sublect or group
$12.95total price
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A New Dimension
#
in Terror
THERE elili. St
RCAYBERE TO WOE

when you make a 95(
deposit on our professional
"Something to Smile About"
Portrait Package!

ALL PERFORMANCES AT 1 p.m. AT PADUCAH TILGHMAN AUDITORIUM

Membership Fees

riff2

THE EXTRA
TERRESTRIAL

PADUCAH CIVIC MUSIC ASSOCIATION - DATES FOR 192-1583 SEASON
October 11, 1982
November 11, 1982
Febrvary 19, 1983
May 5, 1983

•
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Winner of the Tony Award for Broodway's Best Musical in 1967, Cabaret is
a love story about a young American
writer and a witty and beautiful
cabaret singer in Berl ine in 1930.
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BALTIMORE (AP) —
Thousands of children
with sometimes fatal
heart defects may be
spared costly surgery by
a new procedure using
balloons devised by Johns
Hopkins Hospital doctors.
The treatment involves
a small balloon which is
attached to a tube inserted through arteries
intojk heart and inflated
briefly to open the blocked heart valve, Dr. Jean
Kan said Tuesday.
Because the new
technique is cheaper and
easier, -it will very
quickly become the treatment of choice for
pulmonary -valve
stenosis," which blocks
the flow of blood from the
heart to the lungs, Ms.
Kan said.

The Juilliard
String Quartet
The world famous Juilliard Quartet
will present a virtuoso performance
from their extensive repertoire.

Mr. and
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The colorful traditions of Mexican
music and dance will be persented by
this outstanding group from Mexico.

February 22, 1982
8:00 p.m.

Jer

Elkins and Sheridan vows solemnized
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datebook

Jenkins-Hillard wedding Saturday

Lodge supper Monday

Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted Masons
will have work in the third degree at meeting on
Monday, Sept. 6, at Masonic Hall, Highway 121
North at Johnny Robertson Road. A potluck supper
will be served at 6:30 p.m prior to the start of the
meeting at 7:30 p.m. Roy Harmon, master of the
lodge, invites all Masons to attend_

Mr. and Mrs. Hardin
Jenkins of Puryear,
Tenn., announce the forthcoming marriage of
their daughter, Debra La
Rue, to Philip Hillard,
son of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Hillard of
Frankfort.
The bride -elect
graduated from high
school in Troy, Mich.,and
Is a 1982 graduate of Murray State University. She'
is employed part time at
Dees Bank of Hazel.
The groom-elect has
been attending Murray
State University and is
employed by the Department of Transportation,
Engineering Division, in
Murray.
The wedding will take
place on Saturday, Sept.
4, at 5 p.m. at First Christian Church, Murray.
Invitations have been
sent to friends and
relatives.

Cheryl
Baptist

ulti-Age
Murray
)rties of
to opendesiring
Sharon
op photo,
rith Keni

ornton

Mr. and Mrs. Danny Graves Ferguson, 209 Maple
St., are the parents of a son, Danny Graves, Jr.,
weighing seven pounds two ounces, measuring 2044
inches, born Sunday, Aug. 29, at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. The mother is the former Brenda
Cashon. The father is a bus driver with the CETA
Program.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Graves
Ferguson, New Concord, and Mr. and Mrs. W.C.
Cashon, Rt. 4. Great-grandmothers are Mrs. Lala
Morrison, Rt. 3, and Mrs. Lucy Ferguson and Mrs.
Ruby Anderson, New Concord.

Representative to speak
Former State Representative Fred Morgan will
speak at meeting of Marshall County Chapter of
Full Gospel Businessmen's Fellowship on Saturday, Sept. 4, at 8 a.m. at Kentucky Maid
Restaurant, Draffenville. All men are invited to attend.

Best sellers
of week listed

Debra Lo Rue Jenkins
to marry Philip Hillard

Memphis State University, which provides a
dramatic insight into the
life and times of Indian
culture between 1,000 and
1,500 A.D.
A box lunch will be
eaten at an adjacent
park.
Pink Palace Museum
where southern history
will live again through
utilization of interpretative displays, appropriate models, old
photographs, preserved
.documents and relics.

Thursday,Sept.2
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter
of Beta Sigma Phi will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at Ellis
Center.
Preceptor Omicron
Chapter of Beta Sigma
Phi will meet at 7:30 p.m.
at Arts Annex of
Calloway Public Library.
Membership drive of
Murray Civic Music
Association will continue
at downtown branch of
Bank of Murray. For information call 753-0711.
Senior "FiTrzens activities will be from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel
and Douglas Centers and
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at
Ellis Center.
Mothers' Day Out will
be at 9 a.m. at First Baptist Church.
Coffee Day for benefit
of St. Jude's Children's
Hospital, Memphis, will
be today at several local
restaurants.
Friday,Sept. 3
Last day of membership drive for Murray
Civic Music Association
will be at downtown
branch of Bank of Murray. For information call
753-0711.

Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Night Visual at 8
p.m. at Woodlands
Civitan Club will meet Nature Center and Magic
at 7 p.m. at Joe's Family of the Night at 7 p.m. at
Golden Pond Visitors
Restaurant.
Center.

Shoe Shack will be
Closed Wed. & Thurs.
to MOVE to
Central Shopping Ctr.
hoe
Open Friday at
116
New Location

hack

Drive-by view of the
equestrian statue of Gen.
Nathan Bedford Forrest
at Forrest Park.
Tours of the preserved
Italianiate Victorian
home of the MalloryNeeley Mansion, and of
Fontaine Mansion, a
restoration of a French
Victorian home. Behind
the latter are two doll
houses complete with furniture of the period, one
of Victorian and the other
of Gingerbread.
Dinner, will be at the
Carriage House
Restaurant before leaving for home about 7:30
p.m.
Reservations with
check must be received
by Monday, Sept. 20, by
the secretary, Miss
Margaret Heath, 1202 Joe
Creason Dr., Benton, Ky.
42025. The fee of $40.50
will include bus fare, box
lunch and drink, tickets
for four tours, dinner at
Carriage House and a
small stipend to cover expenses of the driver.
Non-members will be
accepted on a stand-by
basis, but only if requests
are accompanied by
check with stamped selfaddressed envelope so
that refund can be made

V2 CARAT
WAS $700

1/4 CARAT
WAS $450

OPEN MONDAY-SATURDAY
10 a.m.-6 p.m.

Italian Spaghetti
Special

Fridays until 8 p.m.

$ 1 49

With Garlic Bread
Soled 59' Extra

P.N. HIRSCH & CO.

Free Refills On thinks

Inside Denote Only

99' Special For Kids

SUMMER'S END

Wednesday 11AM.10P1111
t Mins,'( ate, kie fais pet

ANOTHER FIRST IN MURRAY

It's Here
Our First Anniversary
August 30-September 3

1

Storewide Specials — Five Big Days
Village 641 N.

Close out on prints
•Free gifts for all

•Ready Mode Frames
•Pre-cut Mats

•Froming
•Designer Mats

FRAMERS GALLERY

1534077
to"..4P'
'

PieP 1 4th

imports

200 Two-ply

SAVE $150

Reg
$399 99
Sulu

Hainan Rattan
Table
8, 4 Chairs
$219 99

Bun i Bar & 2 Stools

$469

$33999
$99 99

1 999

Rea to $8 99

2 fors10°°

L
Paper
Plates

$1 6999
$

Sport or Dress
Shirts

white

$24999

42" Rnd. Butcherblock Table

Men's Short Sleeve

Pert
Facial
Tissue

EFFECTIVE THRU SEPT.
PRICES
......'-.-"---5

Folding Bamboo Table

75

-.6

Close-out
Ladies Denim
Jeans
valuesoni, $900
to $1850

Clearance
Ladies
Shoes
Upt To

/

YOUR CHOICE OF CUSTOM FEATURES FREE!
Bongo this ad to get super savings on you, ArtCarved raorri
c...ass ring vtry ring m backed by the ArtCarvegjaAtLottWe
Warranty rhfs °Ref eiioIres Movbeirwir'30 lei-AMR MTh' *
used only for the purchase cd AttCateed Class Rings

COOKS JEWELRY

1 /2 "Price $4999

.Delta

All Buni Furniture Reduced

Napkins

20% Storewide

3 fors'00

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER ARTV./M
MURRAY,KY
lee Aultarved Chinn 4.ng• in

,

BRING IN THIS AD

_

Sale Starts Thurs., Sept. 2nd 1 WEEK ONLY.
Quantities Limited So Shop Early.fREE GIFT FOR FIRST 20 PEOPLE
IN STORE FRIDAY SEPT, 3RD

Pierl'-

. Bel-Air
- Center

HOURS:
9-6M4

/Away

9-5 Set.

2

21 999

Canning Jars
Regular Quart Size
Whole Supply Lasts

count asst colors

ON GOLD
ARTCARVED H.S. CLASINGS

AVAILABLE

YOUR CHOICE
GENTS OR
LADIES

Na«5299.

3 Drawer Golden
Rattan Chest

SAVE $
um 35

SI PER 1)1.1‘1(A1)SPIA1.11,

Current best sellers for
week of Aug. 29 have been
released by Time
magazine as follows:
FICTION
1. "Different Seasons,"
Stephen King.
2. "The Prodigal
Daughter," Jeffrey Archer.
3. "The Parsifal
Mosaic," Robert Ludlum
NON-FICTION
1. "Life Extensions,''
Durk Pearson and Sandy
Shaw.
2. -Jane Fonda's
Workout Book."
3. -Living, Loving, and
Learning," Leo
Buscaglia.
(Courtesy of Time, the
weekly newsmagazine

if no vacancies occur.
Cancellations cannot be
accepted after Sept. 20
unless a standby reservation is available.
The bus will leave
Paducah's Greyhound
station at 5:30 a.m.; Benton First Missionary Baptist Church, 13th and
Main, at 6:05 a.m.; Murray bus station at 6:45
a.m.; Mayfield bus station at 7:20 a.m.; and
Fulton bus stop on U.S.
Highway 51 By-Pass at
7:55 a.m.

NEW HOURS
Mon Sot 9 30 AM 9 PM
SIM I 5 PM

ATTENTION: All Aran High School Students

COPY

Donny G. Ferguson, Jr., born

Xi Alpha Delta Chapter and Preceptor Omicron
Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi Sorority will have a
social hour together on Thursday, Sept. 2. at Ellis
Center.
Both chapters will have their respective meetings
as scheduled prior to the social hour.

Comm unity calendar
Wednesday,Sept. 1
Membership drive of
Murray Civic Music
Association will continue
at downtown branch of
Bank of Murray. For information call 753-0711.
Cherry Corner Baptist
Church Mission Groups
are scheduled to meet at
7:30 p.m.
Mission groups of Flint
Baptist Church will meet
at 7 p.m. at church.
Women of Oaks Country Club will play golf and
bridge at 9:30 a.m.
Thursday,Sept. 2
Kathleen Jones Group
of First Baptist Church
will meet at 6 p.m. at
, Seven Seas Restaurant.
Murray Woman's Club
with Mrs. Thomas N. McCoy, Jr., state president
as speaker and music by
Calloway Chamber
Singers will be at 7 p.m.
at club house.
Garden Department of
Murray Woman's Club
will meet at 1 p.m. at club
house.
School Night of Cub
Scout Pack 76, boys, ages
8 to 10, will be at 7 p.m. at
North Elementary
School.
Murray Women of
Moose will meet at 8 p.m.
at lodge hall.

Calloway Chapter of Ladies Full Gospel
Fellowship will have a family potluck luncheon and
praise and worship service with the Etheridge
Family on Saturday, Sept. 4. at 11 a.m. at the
shelter house of Murray-Calloway County Park.
Each one should bring food for their family for
the luncheon In case of rain, the meeting will be at
Chi Alpha, 200 North 15th St

Chapters plan social

Historical society plans tour of Memphis area
Jackson Purchase
Historical Society has set
its annual fall tour for
Saturday, Oct. 2, with
visitation in the Memphis
area this year. Serving as
tour directors for the 25th
annual tour will be Dr.
and Mrs. Hunter Hancock
of Murray.
Points included in the
itinerary include the
following:
Chucalissa Indian
Museum, an off-campus
facility of the Department of Anthropology at

Calloway event Saturday

P.N. Hirsch tato.Olympic Plaza, Murray
•

OFF
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Pre-Labor DaySale

The season's hottest looks in men's jackets by
Camel", now at 50% savings. Select from a wide
variety of jackets. vests and zip-off sleeve jackets
including these and more. In your choice of down-fill,
poly-fill and corduroy to take you through winter in
style.
Sale prices effective while quantities last.

Orig. 89.99. Down-filled zip-off sleeve jacket converts
easily to a vest. Features zipper placket with satin
finish snaps, concealed hood with drawstring, sleeve
storage pockets. separate ski-lift ticket ring and
glove ring Solid color with colorful accent stripes.

tiiw 1.14iiiil Jil

I,004"

ii atntLtt1Ik"

UIJftjL

Now
39.99

Now
49.99

Now
29.99

Orig. 79.99. Cotton corduroy stadium
jacket features acrylic pile lining,
cargo pockets with button flap,
zippered chest pockets and
simulated leather buttons

Orig. 99.99. Down-fill poplin jacket
features western suede yoke.
concealed hood, inside storage
pockets, snap front placket and snap
cuffs

Orig. 59.99. Reversible down-fill vest
with down-insulated mandarin collar.
Snap-front styling features satin-finish
snaps.slash hand-warmer pockets.

Special_Labor Day Hours
— 8:30 fil 6:00 p.M. .
Sunday 12:30 til 6:000.m
Tuesday thru Saturday
10:00a.m. til 9:00 p.m.
fty Comp., 1,
11112 4 C Pef,

JCPenne

Now
89.99
Orig. 199.99. length down-filled
stadium jacket reverses from poplin to
quilted nylon. With fashion features
including reversible self-belt,
detachable down-filled hood, epaulets
and more.

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Muri-ay, Kentucky
Catalog Phone (502) 759-4080
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Uncle Jeff's Health
And Beauty Aids
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Uncle Jeff's
Clothing Dept.
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Prices Good Through Sept. 5

Prices Good Through Sept. 5

Milidaidekaalika:MISCArtAAWD

Country Time
Lemonade
D

makes 10 qts

Sugar Sweetened Grape or
Tropical Punch makes 10 qts

Sale

Mix

sate $2
39

Instant
Lipton Tea
1 00% Tea

Men's & oy's Tank Top

Sizes — Small
Medium d Lorge

$1 89

Sale

Mennen
Speed Stick
Deodorant

Men's Cut offs

79

Sale

Visi1

ONLY

Men's Wrangler
Jeans

$1 59
•

Sale

k
ak%
Ci)4

Slim Fit
or
Regular fit
Boot Jean

$1 18

ONLY $

Assorted Colors
Misses 10-18
Juniors 5-15

Skin Bracer
After Shave
4 oz. Bottle

[Side Brailiel

Infant Sleepers
by Lullaby Land

••••111111•1

$
'
I 19 *
Sale
•

Pringles

Vlasic Kosher
Baby Dill

Potato Chips
Twin Pack

$
Reg $3.49

SALE

Reg. $4.49

SALE

Ladies Sandals

66

IL

$144

ONLY

•..;

Values to $ 1 499

Birth to 23 Lbs.

16 oz. Jar

Vlasic Butter Chips

Kirift NIPS
$ 1 09
•

Uncle Jeffs Hardware Dept.

Para-Gard
Toilet Bowl &
Household Deodorant

Cutex Polish
Remover

Just Arrived
For Reloading

Regular, Lemon, Herbal
4 or. Bottle

Double Decker
K.
0
9
jAvii",J
Moon
Pies •

Winchester
or
Peters Blue
Magic

starts
with
us!

Sale68

edaxe."
s

AA

MONTE marshmallow

12 Ga. Hulls
plus printers, weds a shot

piespies
Chocolate,
Vanilla, Banana

Sale

5

for

Camo
T-shirts

1

Mars Candy Bars
Snickers, 3 Musketeers
Milky Way, Mars Bars

Hershey Candy

PACK
sr
ilaworm

699

Mennen

Regular, Nord to Hold,
Gray Hair, Superhold,
Unscented
101.
GOO
$1 56
can
Sale

-14msLivt

88

I

Ladies
Corduroy Pants

$1 2
99
Sizes
29-42

Clears Redneo
soothes irritation
2 oz. plastic
bottle

V05
Hair Spray

Sole

/2 PRICE
$1

Men's Mesh Caps

Visine
Eye Drops

Sergent's Sentry V
Flea Collar

C.41.
•••10.
I.•Ar•

1

rie

Now Only

$ 1 29

Choice of Dog
or Cat Collar

$ A 88
ONLY

Men's & Boy's Pullover Shirts

Sale

SENTRY'If
-fv‘a VS,Cast,

Reduced to

Regular, Extra Body, Oily
16 or.
Bottle

Regular, Spice 8, Lime 2.5 oz.

eryeann

88`
$688

Reduce.:

Men's & Boy's Western Shirts

3.6 oz. Decanter Jar

Sale

Summer Clearance

rink

$219

I

Resses Miniatures
No. 44903
Hershey's Kisses
No. 13200
Hershey Miniaturers
No. 21800

9 or. bog
Sale you Choice s 1''

rac

Adding Machine
Tape2'.' inches wide

Packoge of 10 $ 1 99
Sale ou choice

2 rolls

St. Regis
Erasable Bond
Typing Paper
90 sheets no 7100
Reg I" each

LEE LOAD ALL
mmovvin99919vfmrms11).

'
or
Shotgun
I

St. Regis
Stenographers

Calmont Compound
Archery Target

Note Book
100 Sheets
No. 5609

St. Regis
Loose Leaf filler
Paper
No 1212 Regular Rule
No 1062 College Ilule
700 Sheets
Sale
your choice

Sale

PIANTEPS

3

Reloader

The best orcherty target made
with folding stand

20 Gauge
Sele

$ 1 99
Se
ol4
$
997

for

Planters Snacks
Cheer Bolls,
Cheez Curls,
L Corn Chips

Sale your choice

67(

7
,

Visit Uncle
Jeff's Sporting Goods
for all your ARC HE NEEDS. We carry a complete
stock of bows L aCcessories
for the Bowhunter.
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OBITUARIES
Mrs. Paschall
dies Tuesday
at hospital
Paschall,
76, 410 Sycamore St.. died
Tuesday at 9:45 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Her husband, 0.T.
Paschall, died Aug. 3,
1980, and a daughter,
Mrs. Virginia Dale
Barnett, died Oct. 22,
1970.
Mrs. Paschall had
taught school in Calloway
County and Henry County. Tenn.. but her most
recent employment was
-at Boone Laundry &
Cleaners. She was a
member of First Baptist
Church.
Born Sept. 22, 1905, in
Calloway County. she
-was the daughter of the
late Charlie Orr and Eula
Paschall Orr.
Survivors include one
sister. Mrs. Lillian Page.
501 South Ninth St.; one
brother. Hafford Orr, Rt.
1, Hazel; two half sisters,
Mrs. George Lottie Pittman, Akron. Ohio, and
Mrs. Exie Paschall. 415
Sycamore St.; two half
brothers, Euell Orr,
Paris, Tenn., and Elisha
Orr, Reidland.
Also surviving are
several nieces and
nephews.
The funeral will be
Thursday at 3:30 p.m. in
the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home.
Dr. Bill Whittaker and
the Rev. James Garland
officiate.
„
Burial will follow. -in
Oak Grove Cemetery,in
Henry County. Tenn..
Friends may call at
funeral home after 4 p.m.
ida , Wednesday 1
Mrs

No vie

Wood's rites'
on Thursday
Services fur J.B. Wood,

will be Thursday at
1:30 p.m. in the chapel of
J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home.
The Rev. Elijah Salentine will 'officiate. Music
*ill be by choir of Bethel
Chapel Pentecostal
Church.
Burial will follow in
Elm Grove Cemetery.
Visitation will be from 2
to 4 p.m. and 7 to 9 p.m.
today I Wednesday.
Mr. Wood, Overland
Park, Kan., died Monday
at Shawnee Mission
Hospital. Mission, Kan.
He is the son-in-law of the
Rev. and Mrs. Lloyd
Underhill, Rt. 3.

59.
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Blanton may soon
be freed in Texas
NASHVILLE, Tenn
t AP -- Gene Blanton,
who entered a Texas
prison less than three
months ago to serve a
three-year sentence for
bid rigging and tax evasion, may soon be leaving
jail following a federal
judge's order to commute
the term to time served,
BLsnton's attorney said.
Nashville attorney
John Hollins said he
received a telephone call
Tuesday from the
secretary of U.S. District
Judge Thomas Ballantine
in Louisville, Ky.,informing him his client's
sentence had been commuted to time served.
Hollins said the date of
Blanton's release would
depend on the length of
time it takes officials to
complete the paperwork.
Blanton, the younger
brother of former Gov.
Ray Blanton. began serving the sentence at a
minimum security facility at Texarkana, Texas,
on June 14.
In a motion asking
Ballantine for an early
release. Blanton said his
wife "does not earn sufficient income to support
herself" at her part-time
job and his child needs
support.
Hollins said Ballantine's secretary told him
the judge would place
Blanton on three years'
probation and require
him to perform public
service work, helping
repair bridges in
McNairy and Hardin
counties.
Hollins'saidhe tried to
reach Blanton at - the
Texas facility when he
first got word of the commutation, but the inmate
,was performing his
prison work.
"He called me back. He
was speechless," Hollins
said. "Obviously, he was
very pleased."
Attempts to reach
Ballantine at his office
and home Tuesday were
unsuccessful.
A spokesman at the
Texarkana prison said
Tuesday he had no information about the commutation.
Blanton, 47, admitted
last June that he rigged
bids on $5.5 million in
state road projects. He
pleaded guilty to two
counts of bid rigging and
one count of mail fraud.
He faced a maximum
sentence of 11 years in
prison and $201,000 in
fines, but Ballantine
sentenced Blanton to

Coat Caravan.
25% off our entire line
of women's outerwear

three years in jail and fined hun $40,000.
But Blanton contended
the sentence was harsher
than others received by
,bid riggers and appealed
to the 6th U.S. Circuit
Court of Appeals. The
Cincinnati court upheld
the sentence.
Earlier this month,
Blanton agreed to pay the
state of Tennessee $25,000
in five equal annual
payments as part of a
restitution settlement. He
also agreed to liquidate
the assets of two family'
owned businesses and
give the state the money.
Blanton was convicted
in April 1981 at Memphis
on a charge of
understating his 1978 income by $18,000. He was
sentenced to one year and
one day in prison and was
fined $5,000.
Blanton and his uncle,
Jake Blanton, were indicted in February 1981
by a federal grand jury
which had been investigating bid rigging
for 18 months.
Jake Blanton pleaded
guilty to two counts of bid
ridding and one count of
mail fraud and was
sentenced to five months
and 29 days in jail. He
was sentenced to five
months in prison after
pleading guilty to income
tax evasion. He has served his sentence.
Ray Blanton is appealing a conviction on conspiracy, mail fraud and
extortion charges. .
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FINGERPRINT
The first fingerprint.
system used by' the
British police was
developed by Sir William
Henschel. It was adopted
by Scotland Yard in 1901.
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KLINT KELLEY - MAYFIELD, KY..- 247-0673 or 1-800-592-3488

Livestock market
AP
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• m trornpared to Tuesday's close
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Hog market

S1 will hold your Coat
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November 1st with no
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through September 6th.
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GET THE HEINOLD PERSPECTIVE

From sporty to dress, contemporary
to classic, we've got your style.
Hurry in for the best selectiort!

Bel-Air Decor
r-

LAYAWAYS
AVAILABLE

BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER
PHONE 753-3642

It's our biggest and best outerwear event of the year YoU'll Save 25% on

coat. iacket and

ALI

every

vest in our regular stock and save 25% on a very special group

you'll find only during Coat Caravan We've got so many styles for you to
choose from and every one tailored with the careful attention to detail you
expect Whatever your style, the choices have never been better But hurry

, LABOR DAY SPECIAL

Reg
65 00

52.00

Corduroy baseball jacket with inner vest front

49 00

39.20

Convertible ski

32 00

25.60

69 00

55.20

Jacket with zip-off sleeves

Scallop-quilted chintz coat with contrast trim

RUSTIC OUTSIDE STAIN $ 1 42G1.
WALLPAPER

single roll

"Kashmiracle" coat with two-button closure ..
Coat Caravan ends September 6th.

$3 and

Unfinished Furniture Sale
.

STOREWIDE SALE

Sale

Reversible poplin quilted nylon stadium coat

Special Labor Day Hours
8:30 til 6:00 p.m.
•Stinday 12:30til6:00p-m
Tuesday thru Saturday
. _
r 1001 2 C Ponnor Co,,i)•^Y

or

149.00 111.75

Penpey

,
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky
Catalog Phone (502) 759-4080

•
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Friday disasters pave way for local improvement
After last week's disasters, both Calloway County
and Murray High will be seeking recovery wins in
Friday night's high school football action.
Calloway, thwarted by five turnovers and 14
missed tackles, handed district opponent Union
County a 30-13 feast_ At one point the Lakers only
trailed by five, 18-13, in the third period.
But, as CCHS coach Sam Harp pointed out, giving
up three fumbles, two interceptions and getting a
bad snap on a punt increases the opportunity for
failure.
Friday at 8 p.m. Harp's charges return to home
port to take on Dyer County, one of three teams to
beat the Lakers last year.
Dyer County, led by coach Ab Davis, caught
CCHS napping last year and dealt a 25-7 decision-to
the unsuspecting visitors. This year the Lakers
won't be as easily surprised.
Anchoring Dyer County's attack will be a pair of
good-sized senior tackles .— 250-pound Larry
Rhodes and 220-pound Wally Childress who played
end last year. Another converted end, senior
Ronald May, will quarterback the Teanessee
visitor%in their season opener.
Calloway will have two-game experience on Dyer
County,a team'which finished 5-4 last year.
• • •
Murray High, crushed 40-5 by Mayfield, the No.1
ranked 2A school in the state, will try to rebound on

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
M PA] T5

1980 Chevy Pick-up. Scottsdale
Long Bed, Sliding Rear Window, - Automatic,
Diesel Engine, P.S., P.B., 2-Tone, 1 -Owner,
New Truck Trade-in, Local, Runnina Board's,
Auxfuel Tank, Tilt.
25xxx miles

DWAIN TAYLOR

L

CHEVROLET
OM MIALITY
SPAM PAIRS

GM

753-2617
641 S.
Murray

0011114L NOTONIPARTS DIVISION

DENIM PRAIRIE SKIRTS
REG. 2000

SALE PRICED

1 488

but playing at home could be a necessary advantage to get his team on the winning track.
Third-year quarterback David Walker along with
nine of 11 returning defensive starters could give
Murray a tough time Friday at 7:30 p.m.
After losing his debute as MHS head coach, Tim
English has done some shaking up around the Tiger
den.

covering
al/ fields

Sophomore tailback Steve Rutledge, last week's
leading Tiger ground-gainer, has been suspended
from the team "indefinitely for disciplinary
reasons,- according to English. Also, the Tigers
have conducted a back-to-basics revival in search
of a winning formula.

By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor

the road when the Tigers ( 0-1 ( visit Reidlvd.
The GreyhoUnds will be seeking their first victory
of the season after suffering losses to Ohio County
and Heath.

"We've learned a good lesson in basic fundamentals from Mayfield and now we're going back and
re-teach what we already should know," English
said. The Tigers will concentrate on establishing a
power running game behind the bulk of fullback
Steve McDougal and the outside speed of senior
tailback David McCuiston, who will replace
Rutledge.

Last year Reidland relied on a strong defensive
effort to edge Murray, 7-3, at Ty Holland Stadium.
After finishing 7-4 last year the Greyhounds have
been disappointing to coach Tony Burkeen thus far,

Two pluses return to full strength this week after
being hampered with injuries last week -linebacker-lineman Jimmy Kelly will return to the
MHS lineup after suffering a hand injury and senior
center Brad Cain is expected to start Friday after
missing the first part of last week's game because
of a back injury.
English said, -We're back to being completely
healthy and we're looking forward to Friday
• • •
Other Friday gariies involving district and area
teams include a Class 3A district matchup pitting
Crittenden County against host Webster County.
Lone Oak visits Paducah Tilghman, Union County
hosts Madisonville, and in other...action involving
District One, Class A teams, Franklin-Simpson
travels to Russellville, Fulton City goes to Greenfield, Tenn., and South Fulton, Tenn.. travels to
Fulton County.
In other area games Mayfield hosts Christian
County, Marshall County hosts Caldwell County,
Heath travels to Hopkinsville and Todd County Central hosts Greenville.

Posey latest casualty

Injuries rubbing Beamer wrong way
Coach Frank Beamer is
very matter-of-fact when
discussing the rash of injuries that has struck his
football team.
"I'm about ready to
slash my wrists,"
Reamer said.

he'll make it back before
the end of the year, but I
don't know if he'll make it
or not," Beamer said.
-He's had so many things
happen to him. He had
been in great shape, had
worked so hard this summer. We were looking forward to having a great
year from him."

Beamer is trying to
prepare his Racers for
Saturday's season opening game against
Southeast Missouri, but
each day he has had to
revise his lineups.
"Whoever is walktng
Friday will start Saturday," he said.

Simmons' runningmate, All-Ohio Valley
Conference 'performer
Donald White, also Was
sidelined with a knee injury, although he is expected back.

Murray's linebacking
corps has been decimated
by injuries, including a
knee injury that will keep
Mark Simmons on the
sidelines for the second
straight year. Simmons
sat out last year after
breaking a wrist.
"We're hopeful that

"In a week's time, we'll
know when, but he'll miss
this game and probably
the next," Beamer said.
Guard Rick Posey suffered a knee injury and
will probably miss the
season after earning a
starting spot. He will be
replaced by the man he

then he had to stop.
There's a very slim
chance he'll play Saturday."

Racer coaches
select captains

Four seniors. have been selected as captains for
Saturday's Murray State home game against
Southeast Missouri.
Ellery Moreland, who
The four — quarterback Winston Ford, offensive
averaged 8.5 yards a
tackle Phil Poirier, defensive end Glenn Jones and
carry last season, would
defensive lineman Rodney Lofton — were selected
have been in the running
by the Racer coaching staff Tuesday to represent
to replace Moss against the team.
Southeast Missouri, but
The selections were based on preseason perbeat out for the position, he has been held out of formances and leadership qualities displayed durseveral
practice
sessions
Mike Smith, himself coming pregame practices. Captains will be selected on
ing back from a knee in- because of knee troubles.
a game-by-game basis, according to the philosophy
would
Beam&
like
to.
jury suffered last year.
of Racer coach Frank Beamer.
George Collins, injured rest his team to keep
•
healthy
them
for
Saturlast year, and Vince
opener,
day's
but
he
Tucker will move into the
can't.
linebacking spots.
Also among the wound"We're in a tough situaed is tailback Marcus tion because we've got
Moss, who has been slow some first-teamers who
to respond to an ankle don't need any more consprain.
tact. But we've got some
Moss thought his ankle second-teamers who
Tuesday's sports section erroneously listed the
was ready when practice don't know where to go Murray High at Reidland football game as being
began, 'tut it wasn't right now, and we feel scheduled for Saturday night.
OK," Beamer said. "He we've got to keep working
The game will be played Friday night at 7:30,p.m.
was going two-a-days and them."
(, We apologize for and regret the error.
•

Wrong grid date:
correction listed
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Yanks trade winningest AL pitcher

Angel deal pleases unhappy John
DETROIT
APi
Tommy John, unhappy in
New York, is pleased to
be joining the California
Angels and they're extremely pleased to have
him.
"I can't wait to get
there," the left-handed
pitcher said Tuesday
night after learning he'd
been dealt by the New
York Yankees to the
Angels.
"I'm joining a great
bunch of guys.and I like
the idea of contributing to
a pennant race," John, in
Minneapolis With the
Yankees. said before
leaving to join the Angels
in Detroit.
One of his -new teami
mates and another

•
former N'ankee Reggie
Jackson. said he looks
forward to play ing with
John, who spent three full
seasons in New York
after leaving the los
Angeles Dodgers in 1978

-I think Tommy John
will give our whole ball
club a BIC' Jackson said
--He's a great competitor
who has proven that he
can do the job down the
stretch."
Angels Manager Gene
Mauch said: "All I can
say is if Tommy John
gets seven starts, we've
got seven chances to win
I'm not saying he'll win
every game, but lie hardly ever beats himself.
"We've wanted Tommy

John foi tour or tive
weeks. If he's ready, he'll
pitch the first game in
Milwaukee I Friday
nights •"
The 39-year-old John
joined the Angels in
Detroit late Tuesday
night. With a 10-10 record
this season and a 3.66
earned run average in 30
appearances, his lifetime
record is n3-169. A three.
time winner of 20 games,
he is the winningest pitcher in the American
League over the past
three years with a 52-36
mark.
The Angels, who also
purchased veteran lefthander John Curtis from
the San Diego Padres
earlier Tuesda, gave up

three minor league
players, to be named
later, to the Yankees
John played seven
seasons with the Dodgers
prior to signing as a free
agent with the Yankees
He also pitched for the
Cleveland Indians in 1963
and 1964 and for the
Chicago White Sox from
1965 to 1971
John had asked to be
traded a month ago, having grown unhappy with
the defending Al. champion Yankees. who are
floundering in the AL
East this season.
"I knew it would come
down to the last day,"
John said. "It's like playing poker. Everybody

makes their bids. Yester
day all the cards were
dealt and it came down to
today."
He said he hoped he
would be favorably
remembered by the Ne%
York fans.
-•Anytime it comes
down to this, you're put in
the position of being a bad
guy," John said. -1 hope
the people don't think of
Inc as a bad guy. I hope
they think of Tommy
John as an athlete who
tried to do his best every
time out, which I did."
John had made one of
baseball's more spectacular comebacks after
undergoing arm surgery
in 1974 for a ruptured
ligament in his left elbow.

King falls in U.S. Open

Teen-ager upsets aging tennis queen
By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK I API Before 18-year-old Susan
Mascarin took the court
for her first-round match
against Billie Jean King
in the U.S. Open tennis
championships, she got a
little advice from her
coach. Owen Davidson.
•'He said not to look at
her," said Mascarin.
"She's very intimidating.
I think she can outstare
me."

So Mascarin tried hard
not to think about King, a
tennis legend who won
her first U.S. Open
crown, a doubles title, in
1964, the year Susan was
born. It was not an easy
task.

Where Good Service is a 42 Year
Family Tradition'.
-"' Let Us Service and Maintain Your Vehicles ---We Do Genet's) Auto Repoir• Tune ups•Btokes•Shocks•

CALL US TO BUFF MIRROR GLAZE & WAX YOUR
VEHICLES AT LOW REASONABLE RATES.
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Tuesday'.Games
Cincinnati 2, Montreal I, 4 innings
Houston 4. New York 0
Atlanta 3.Philadelphia 0
Pittsburgh 7. San Diego 1
LAS Angeles 1St Lows I
San Franco.4. Chicago 3
Wielasedey'S Gams*
•
Chicago • Ripley 4-71 at San Franctsco
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Boalon
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Baltimore
72 56
Neu York
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faces Laura DuPont and
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Houston Ruhle 7401 at New York 331, Harrah. Cleveland. 324. Garcia. Durlwrn, Chicago. 314. (.0 Smith.
McEnroe goes against
F44'0442641,5 a
Toronto. 318. Cooper. Milwaukee. 315
St 1 oms, 313, Knight. Houston. W9
Tim'Gullickson in center
Atlanta eialk lilt al Philadelphia - RUNS R Henderson. Oakland. 108.
RUNS IA Smith St Louis IN
Krukow 12-7 I, in'
Molitor. Milwaukee. 104, Yount, Schmidt, Plidadetphia. 93. Morph!
,
court matches.
Pittsburgh I Rhoden 3-11. at San Milwaukee', 1E1. D Evans. Ruston, 98, Atlanta 93, Dawson, Montreal, 89.
Evert Lloyd won the Meg° Lollar 12-8 n '•
Downing, California,93
Sandberg, Chicago,87
St lam Anduyer 10.10. at less
RBI
McRae. Kansas Ca). 114
RR1 Morph!, Atlanta. 97 Buckner
first five -games against Angeles
Reuss13-101, n
Thornton. Cleveland. 102. Cooper, Chicago. N. Oliver. Montreal. II,
Vasquez before dropping
Tharsdars Gams.
Milwaukee, 96. G 'Thomas, Milwaukee, Carter, Montreal, 88. J Thompson. PittNo gam.scheduled
94 Yount. Milwaukee. 87
sburgh.88,('lark, San Francuro.118
one and was in total control of her match. •
Earlier, I.endl and
Wilander both scored
200 N. 4th
753-1921
Murray
straight set victories
Its
although both struggled
at times.
Lendl beat Krishnan 6-4
in the first set but then
needed a tie-breaker' to
take the second 7-6. He
completed the sweep by
winning the last set 6-1.
The turning point carde
when Krishnan doublefaulted on the final point
two interceptions.
and a long run of 49 of the second-set tieFreshman Mike yards.
breaker.
Whitaker of Hyden has
Venable rushed el7
Wilander, surprise winthe best completion times for 89 yards and a ner of the French Open,
36 in. Ceiling Fan
percentage on six of 14 score Saturday. Senior also had his problems
48 in. Ceiling Fan
in
Metal Blades
passing for 107 yards and Terry Henry, a former his first match at
Teak Blades Polished Brass
the Na.one score. He has thrown quarterback. carried tional Tennis Center.
Model DF-361W
Model DF-484
two interceptions.
eight times for 70 yards.
But Scanlon was unable
In two workouts, Henry to seize any kind of adFreshmen Bill
has rushed 12 times for vantage and Wilander
Ransdell of
104 yards and a recovered from an early
Elizabethtown and Tony
touchdowns.
4-2 deficit in the first set.
Mayes of Paintsville have
Other Sires and Styles Available
Sophomore Lawrence
Vilas dropped the first
failed to complete a pass
-Chop Choo" Lee, who is set against Dunk in a tiein three attempts and two
listed as Kentucky's No.1 breaker, but battled back
attempts, respectively.
tailback, and junior Jeff to win the next three and
Simmons, a junior, Smith, a starting defen- advance to the second
leads Wildcat receivers sive tackle, sat out Satur- round.
with four catches f6r 124 day's scrimmage with
yards and two ankle sprains.
Also sidelined were
touchdowns.
Junior tailback Pete senior offensive tackle
Venable has averaged 5.9 Steve Williams (knee
yards per carry in the sprain) and senior tight
scrimmages. He leads ends Rob Menges
the team in rushing at- (hamstring pull) and
tempts i 281 and yards Todd Shadowen
11641 with one touchdown shoulder injury).

Mich. overcame the
center court jitters and
the 12th-seeded King's
stare for an impressive 63. 6-2 victory and the first
upset of the 101st U.S.
Open tournmaent.

beat Ramesh Krishnan of
India 6-4. 7-6, 6-1; and
No.4 seed Guillermo
Was of Argentina, who
outlasted Chris Dunk 6-7,
6-3,674,6-2.
In women's play, Chris
Evert Lloyd,seeded No.2,
Other first day winners got started with an easy
"When she's serving,
included No.11 seed Mats 6-1, 6-0-victory over Pilar
it's kind of hard not to
Wilander of Sweden, Vasquez.
look at her. I tried to look
Martina Navratilova
another precocious 18at the ball, but she got in
year-old, who defeated and John McEnroe, the
the way."
Bill Scanlon 6-4,6-3. 6-1: tournament's top seeds,
Still the teen-ager from third-seeded Ivan Lendl both swing into action
Grosse Pointe Shores, of Czechoslovakia, who tonight. Navratilova

Claiborne complained
after Saturday's scrimmage about the number
of passes missed, dropped or intercepted.
"We dropped nine and
that didn't help any," he
said. "Sometimes we had
receivers open and didn't
get the ball to them."
Sophomore Doug Martin, first backup to junior
starter Randy Jenkins,
leads the five quarterbacks with eight completions, 23 attempts and 155
yards after two scrimmages.
He has combined with
wide receiver Eddie Simmons on a 52-yard
touchdown pass play, but
has thrown three of the
group's seven interceptions.
Jenkins has completed
six of 21 passes for 76
yards, no touchdowns and
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Claiborne's 'Cats may be inclined
to develop ground-oriented attack
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP)- In his years as a
football coach, Jerry
Claiborne has been
known to leana heavily on
a passing attack. But the
way Kentucky's five
quarterbacks are throwing so far, the first-year
Wildcat coach may
prefer the safer ground
attack.
"If we don't improve
our passing game, we
won't be throwing it . up
for grabs.", said Coach
Jerry Claiborne. "We'll
do what we do best and,
right now, we're running
better than passing. But
you're better off if you do
both."
The quarterbacks have
combined to complete
juft 20 of 63 passes in the
University. of Kentucky's
first two intrasquad football scrimmages.
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Soap opera couple's wedding vows appear in newspaper's list
I ol• Is% MM.:. Ky.
As at turned out.
Al'
the whole e t
resembled a story line
from a soap opera.
In its Sunday editions,
The Courier-Journal
reported that Elisabeth
Anne Chandler and Dr.
Neil Phillip Curtiss tied
the knot Saturday evening at St. Mark's
Episcopal Church in the
posh New York suburb of
Scarsdale.
But there is no St.
Mark's Episcopal Church
in Scarsdale.

Inn 13-101 Cl
1-31 at Boston
1-9i at Detroit
M Milwaukee
.
0 I at
en 10-1
n
4 1 at Minnesota
at Kansas Ott

the

plot ,•

“utuie way- to the
paper's AcCent Departlent, the statementsaid
There was no reason
to believe tpat it was
anything other than a
legitimate submission,"
Hawpe said.
NBC-TV publicist
LeAnne Baker, in a phone
interview from Burbank,
Calif., called the incident
bizarre.
"Sometimes fans get
really into it. They can't
separate reality from fiction."
Maureen McNerney,

editor of The Courier Journal's Accent section.
-sand sense 'people have
suggested NBC might
have placed the announcement as a publicrelations stunt, a charge
that Ms. Baker denied.
"Oh God no!" she said.
"That's not even the right
story line."
Actually, Liz Chandler
and Curtiss were supposed to be married on the
TV show about three
weeks ago, but a series of
disasters came between
them.
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-I think I the association I ought to find more
substantive subject matter before it goes to the
extent is has." the governor said.
One reporter said the
troopers thought that
part of the agreement
was that no side would
talk to news media, but
Brown said he was not involved in any such arrangment, and anyway,
"I'm always open to the
press."
The governor said he
believes that some of the
organization's leadership
does not necessarily
speak for the entire
association.
"I restate what I said
before, that they were
looking for a save-face
'out' to. I guess, protect
their position (in I the
association," Brown said.
"And I don't respect
much the way they handled it "

...
DIAMONDS .

BUYGOLD

$699

$1

Association President
Don Hughes said Brown
had annoyed members
last week by saying that
the association would
have lost any court case
and was "looking for an
out."
Hughes indicated the
association might
withdraw from the agreement to head off the
lawsuit.
Dozier'made his comments to a reporter during a news conference by
the governor in which
Brown said the association members "can do
whatever they want to
do."
•'I thought we made our
position very clear,- the
governor said, "and
either the state police are
going to follow the
authority and leadership
or you're going to continue to have the internal
bickering and confrontation that you've had in the
past."
As he has once before.
Brown indicated that if
the association gets
tough, he will simply
reorganize the entire
state police ipternal
review board which
touched off the controversy weeks ago.
That board fired Major
William Favors, who had
been accused of lying to
his superiors about an
assault arrest in Wolfe
County a year ago.
Justice Secretary Neil
Welch reinstated Favors,
and the police association
prepared to go to court,
contending Welch exceeded his authority.
Brown reiterated Tuesday' that he is uncomfortable with the concept of
an agency investigating
its own employees, as is
the case with the state
police board.
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of Catalog business experience
Once you become a Sales Agent,
you can use Wards name,
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.. and (an t serify
every one But flawpe
said that in the future,
editors would be checking
more carefully
"I wouldn't say this is
amu-sing," Ms •
McNerney said "It could
become a serious pro
blem "

Administration repeats tough
stand against KSP dissidents
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laz's l'urrent husband won't grant
her a diviirce until she
bears him a child, Ms.
Baker said.
The announcement,
submitted by somebody
using the name of the purported bride-to-be, gave a
New York phone number
that turns out to be the office of American Lawyer,
a respected magazine
about high-powered attorneys and their firms.
Suzan Adams,assistant
to the editor, said nobody
at the magazine had

anything to its sliti It.,
1
“' •
wedding AO ttaktt it ih‘ersits of Low:- ilk
phone number probabl, Medical School, but the
had been picked by acci- registrar's office checked
dent.
back to 1876 and found
The wedding announce- that nobody by that name
ment' contnined a few -ever attended the school
The Courier-Journal
other bits of cleverly
gets as many as 100 ancrafted fiction.
nouncements each SunThe bride is listed as a
graduate of University of
New York at Long Island,
but there is no - such
school, according to Barron's Profiles of
American Colleges.
FRANKFORT, Ky.
AP) — The state adThe groom is said to
ministration repeated its
tough stand against Kentucky State Police
Open Labor Day
dissidents even as it held
Or Both Bonus
out hope their threatened
ems ...,I,520 00
lawsuit could be avoided.
More Purchase
The general counsel for
Hyde Park
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expressed confidence
Tuesday in a probable
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you'll find the lovely coo
pie and their atteriltants,
also listed in the annoucement, is on the afternoon
television soap opera
-Days of Our Lives."
-David V. Haw -pe,
Courier-Journal managing editor, said in a threeparagraph statement
published in Tuesday's
editions that the paper's
readers had been victims
of a "hoax wedding announcement."
The phony nuptial note
had been submitted in a
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6 000 school teachers in five states off job; 150,000 students affected•
DANIS/
SKI
Associated Press Writer
Six thousand teachers
in Pennsylsania. Illinois.
Michigan, Ohio and Montana stayed off the job,
affecting nearly 150,000
Students . but
Philadelphia educators
ratified a rontr. t t..

$ ! 1....of to
The .,- 11.411 hoard

sshich tasted J dass
1..ivo for '4.LAki
Teachers in Michigan despite strikes
struck five districts, inUp to 49.000 children in
cluding the 31.000-pupil Illinois were threatened
Flint system
The by strikes in the Chicago
walkouts involved 2,600 suburbs and East St
teachers and closed Louis.
school doors today to
••lattle progress." Pennsylvania mediator
fliklqudents.
Hyman Riclunan said of
a week-old strike keeping
12,000 handicapped pupils
in the Pittsburgh area
from classes. The
walkout by 755 teachers,
counselors and
psychologists of the
Allegheny Intermediate
Unit also affected 28,000
private schools receiving
lelt ml
auxiliary services from
•••
the unit.
About 450 teachers in
five other western Pennsyvania districts also remained on strike. keeping
9,000 students from
classes. ••
More talks were
schedgked tonight in the
strike by 500 teachers in
Butte, Mont., canceling

hildren are the had offered raises of 3
ones who will profit the percent, 4 percent and 4
most.- said Philadelphia percent for the three
Federation of Teacher years.
leader John Murray,
The largest Illinois
after his 21,000-member strike was in East St.
union OK'd a tentative Louis. affecting 20.000
pact that had snagged
earlier Tuesday over differences on holiday pay,
early retirement and a
LOUISVILLE,
pending lawsuit.
.
Assuming the three- (API — A Jefferson
year agreement is ap- County grand jury issued
proved by the school indictments Tuesday
board today, which ap- against four deputy
pears likely, classes for sheriffs on misdemeanor
Philadelphia's 225.000 charges involving filing
school children would false travel vouchers.
begin on schedule Sept. 7
The jury also recom— a rarity in the nation's mended that a fifth depufourth largest city.
ty be required to repay
The agreement would money he received for
increase teachers' annual mileage he allegedly did
salaries from an average not travel. The jurors
$24,000 to $28,000 by said the sheriff's office
should be required to reAugust 1985.
In Flint, teachers are fund some overpayments
seeking pay boosts of 7.25 made by the state for
percent, 8 percent and 9 guarding prisoners.
The jury's report said
percent in the next three
years over their current. state police have deter-
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Tue
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$1,000-a-year negotiating is Detroit,
do
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Most of the nation's union has becn asked to
schools dOn•t begin accept over $25 million in
classes until after Labor concessions before

18 GI green
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22 African
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24 Lubricates
25 Mountain
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29 Employ
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THE WINNER WILL
RECEIVE FIFTY
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35
39

mr

mined that the sheriff's
office and the fifth deputy
sheriff received more
than $6,000 above what
they should have for
transporting prisoners to
the Kentucky State
Reformatory near La
Grange.
"We were unable to

Friends post bond for Horton sheriff
HARLAN, Ky. (AP) —
Harlan County Sheriff
Paul Browning, charged
with conspiracy to commit murder, was freed
from jail Tuesday after a
group of friends posted
$5,000 bond, authorities
said.
Earlier in the day
Harlan Circuit Judge Sid
Douglas had scheduled
an Oct.25 trial date for
Browning. The sheriff
was charged last week
with conspiracy to commit murder, arson and
malfeasance in office.
Douglas stripped
Browning of authority to
arrest people and carry a
weapon. But he then disqualified himself from
the case, saying Brown-

Autopsy awaited
GRAYSON, Ky. 1API
— Carter County officials
said Tuesday they hope
an autopsy will reveal
whether a West Virginia
man was electrocuted.
The body of Jackie Ray
McClanahan, 22, of Bancroft, W.Va., was found
about 11 p.m. Monday
along a Chesapeake &
Ohio right-of-way just
east of Grahn, Ky.
Carter County' Coroner
LeslicoLlokercon.said a

preliminary'eiamination
SO 51
56
59

prove or disprove any attempt at fraud or collusion on the part of the
deputy Involved" in
t ransp or ting the
prisoners, the grand jury
report stated.
But, the report continued, -We do recommend that if necessary,

showed McClanahan was
fatally shocked. Henderson said some electrical
wire was found next to
the victim's body.

ing previously had served
as a court bailiff.
Browning had been
held in jail on $50,000
bond. But he was freed
after a group calling
itself "Save Our Sheriff"
posted 10 percent of the
total

The closer we get to
the opening date, the
more likely it is there will
be a strike," said John
Elliott, president' of the
Detroit Federation of

Ii

WHAT A
BREAK--

1 1. 1

Help

fiord e
540,0
sloe.(
1100.11

r,,. . nes'

Call

759-4444 for an in
message to
brighten
your day.

'Children s tape 7594445.

sc2:
1•112 Un11.10 Fo•Ne• Sy•K•cal• Ito

I'LL 8E751-PE'S
50mET1-1 I NG
IN A BIKINI

AREWT
YOU
GOING
TO GET
SOME
SUN.
?

MIR DM SPECIAL

• 2706 Coldwater Rd •
753-2320
• Workshoes,•
:work boots,:
* western boots,.
•Converse athletic*
•
•shoes.
11

I'M SELLING
MAPS'

9

OVFII BAKERY •

For your convenience,lint
Sinter horn eon Sale, Dept
••11 be it our tho•room
from 6A0 PM fri 8,00 PM
on Mondays, Yeesday
Tbursioys mud frieleys

Apple Tree School pro
videS quality child care
with educational pro
grams. Registration is
now in progress for
children ages 2-5. The
Apple Tree School is
housed in a modern and
fully equipped facility
and staffed by well
qualified personnel.
Call 753-9356 or visit at
1503 Stadium View Dr.

Garden Mums
8. Quality
Hanging
Baskets
Cash & Carry
Greenhouse
800 Walnut Dr.
Paducah, Ky.
1-442-2876

20 P1E41 Of
Med Cheeks.

BOILED
HAM $329
MONSTER
CHEESE $329
13.6.Q.
SANDWICH

mrso
,0
11
P
LI°

Good medium
shiner minnows 3
doz. $1.50
tax.
MASKED MAN— I DON'T EVEN
KNOW YCUR NAME „, BUT REx
AFTER
TRU5T5 siCk.1, LOVES
MY DEATH WILL YOU ACCEPT
THE RULERE,HIP OF ESARCNKHAN
UNTIL REX
15 GOWN?

(PRINCE MY LIFE. IS
ELSEWHERE," I CANNOT STAY HERE. OUT I
WILL ALWAYS PROTECT

REX „,

WE!
4.1
6. Help

5106 81
nings
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Fulton,
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PUIDOMS, OLD1M0811.1,
PONTIAC. CADILLAC
1406W. Mein
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o
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Co ha
of glas
mirror
glaSS
mirror
truck
alumin
plate
sulatec
storm
doors,
cut g
mirrot
glass
and ri
glass
816 Cr
0180 or

The City of Murray, Kentucky
has submitted its report (F-65) on
the actual expenditures of Revenue
Sharing Funds to the Bureau of
Census. This report and supporting
documentation are available for
Public inspection at City Hall
Building, City Clerk's Office,
Monday-Friday, September 2-9,
1982.
Holmes Ellis
Mayor
Murray, Kentucky

BUT I
DOUBT IT

DELICIOUS FOODS PREPARED
FRESH DAILY!

efts

LEGAL NOTICE

136 OAK STREET IS THE POPCORN
FACTORY
f

J
wow

753
Sp

Legal Notice

1. Legal Notice

5

THAT WINNER
COULD BE
YOU H

hoe

civil action be brought to
effect repayment."
Four deputies were indicted on charges that
they filed false travel
vouchers for September.
Each was charged with
one count of falsification
to authorities and one
count of theft under $100.
Named in the indictments were Robert A.
Wigginton, Thomas R.
Fowler, George B.
Carney and William
Ballard. No charges were
brought against the fifth
deputy in charge of
transporting prisoners.
He was not named in the

a.

--NEWS BULLETIN-THERE'S A FIRE AT
136 OAK STREET
.1

DELI

mod
IV •
h•i

Teachers

NOTICE

Big John's

2.Noli

indictment

CAKE OF THE WEEK!

FRESII MOM BIS JONI'S'SICK

St.M 8

1,,ainet.1

Jefferson deputies file false vouchers

BIG JOHN'S
BRICK OVEN

-

,tu414.11L The J

GEORGE'S ONE
STOP
MARKET
Open dolly eam flpm
Free hot coffee
POTTERTOWN HWY
Neer Wildcat

•Passports, I 0 's, an
81 Resumes, Black &

•Whites for publication.
CARTER STUDIO
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son Mon 751 1798

1
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2. Notice

we get to
date, the
s there will
said John
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PROGRAMMER
Administrative
WANTED:
Systems
Compotency
in.
COBOL program
Lady to live in
ming in knowledge pf
and care for elder- administrative data
processing, experience.
ly woman. Private or
education in financial
home, room
systems, IBM OFC ICS
systems and systems
board, salary. Call analysis desirable.
753-8850 8 a.m.- Personnel Office MSU
Murray Ky 42071
5 p.m. 753 8990
RN or LPN position
after 7 p.m.
available full time or
part time for 3-11 shift
Working Mon Fri with
weekend off
every
M & G Complete Glass Persons
interested
Co. has a complete line
apply
in person
should
of glass, plexiglass. and
Inn
4th and
Care
at
auto
install
mirrors We
Indiana, Mayfield Ky
glass and replace side
or
call
247
0200.
mirrors, for cars and
trucks. We install Registerd Nurse
Nursing
aluminum - store fronts, Positions
positions available at
plate glass. and in
progressive
growing
fix
We
sulated glass
storm windows, storm Marshall County
doors, and screens. We Hospital. Need RN 7 3
cut glass table tops. relief and LTC. Also
mirrors, and window openings available 11-7
We also repair and 3 11 in hospital.
glass
and replace patio door Competitive salary and
Contact
glass. M & G Glass Co. benefits
816 Coldwater Rd 753 Director of Nursing at
502
527
1336
753-2798.
0180 or
Surgical Technician
Experienced in surgery
MEN-WOMEN
preferred, some health
SALES MONEY
care background re1 Nislp enuretic children,
Duties will in
quired
alimited leods travel-marl,
chide assisting in surgherd and make 525.000 to
ery, in the office, and on
hospital rounds. Posi
$40,000 a year commis•
tion does require on call
sion. Call BOO $26 4875 or
rotation
for nights,
4326.
100-826
week -ends, and
holidayt. Neat appearance and ability to
communicate well with
people a plus. Send
letter stating
qualifications, ex•
New, in the box, perience, and reto; Cape
Belgum made ferences
Girardeau Surgical
Browning 12 Clinic Inc. 10 Doctors
Park Cape Girardeau,
gauge shotgun, Mo
63701. Attn: Rodney
Waddle.
$447.00

lers
brought to
were inarges that
Ise travel
ieptember.
arged with
alsification
and one
nder 8100.
the indictRobert A.
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!orge B.
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arges were
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NO PHONE CALLS
VERNON'S
WESTERN STORE

6. Help Wanted

Ellis
layor
ucky

Situation Want

ter Rd •

120
hoes,'

11. Instruction

DO'S

boots,e
ithletice
•
•••1

14. Want to Buy

:E

trice Jim
lei Dept
,harroom
3-00 PM
Toe di
eys.

Aggressive, ambitious
career minded person,
for sales in Murray.
College degree required. Excellent income potential un•
limited bonus. Corn'
pany car program. No
travel. All fringe benefits. Call 759 9480 or
send resume to Gregory
H. Vincent Regional
Director PO Box 2116
Owensboro, Ky, 42302.
Four needle craft instructors needed. Full
or part time. Earn
$8 $12 an hour. Will
train. Call Clara Adams
at 492-8423 after 5p m.
Looking for people to
sell good quality brass
and oriental pieces.
Fantastic money, no
investment. Have par
ties or individual sales.
Call 759 1703 for ap
pointment. Also call if
interested in buying
pieces.

1108111,
1111.4C
min

sooi pro

hid care
181 pro
'ation is
'ess for
2-5. The
chool is
Jern and
facility
)y well
sonnel.
visit at

Dr.

UMS

ty

Nursery worker for
church nursery, Re'
ferences required. Call
753'6728 or 753 8240.

irry

use
t Dr.
Ky.
176

Wanted. responsible
person for night manag e r position, at
Druthers Restaurant.'
Good pay for applicant.
Inquire in person at
Druthers. Ask for Ken
Asher.

$106.80 DAILY Ear
flings Working one to 9.
three hours a day at Ladies need someone
to
home. Your earnings clean your house while
FULLY GUARAN
you work, leaving your
TEED in writing. For time off free, for more
complete details and enjoyable activities?
.application please sena,_....E•ellent references,
eft. t _..mped, self .44•Neitt
3802.
dressed envelope to. C
Will keep children in my
W. PO •Box 595, So
home. Call 753, 1547
Fulton, TN. 38257
Would like to clean
5250 . 00 weekly
houses, references
paychecks (fully
avbilable. Call for
guaranteed) working
Aileen 753-3810
part or full time at
home. Weekly
paychecks mailed
directly to you from Lyndia Cochran Dance
For
Home Office every and Gymnastics
Wednesday. Start im- further information
telephone 753 8647
mediately . No ex
perience necessary
National company. Do
your work right in the Storm windows
or
comfort and security of screens.
Approximate
your own home. Details size 30x56. Call 753 4487.
and applicaton mailed.
Send your name and Want to buy timber call
address to . American 753,7528.
Fidelity Company, Hir- Want to buy redwood
ing Dept. 77, 1040 Lone furniture. 759 4524 or
762-4327.
Star Dr., New Braun
fels, TX. 78130

•••
s •
•
•

is

6. Help Wanted

•

15. Articles for Sale

Maternity clothes size 7.
Call 753'7952.
Slightly used gold color
nylon carpet 15x17 SAO.
753 4409 or see at 819
Sha Wa.
Used tobacco sticks
345 2861.
Wheat straw for sale.
Phone 753 4676

16. Home Purnishings
Good used furniture at
good reasonable prices.
P. M. Furniture Dexter,
Ky. Call 437,4719.
Maple twin bed with
new mattress and
springs $200. Excellent
condition 753,2864.
Sleeper couch and chair
540.753 0076

18. Sewing Machines
For sale: 5200 used
Singer Touch and Sew
sewing machine and
cabinet. Special Zigzag
with 8 fashion discs. All
other attachments included. Like new. 7537217 after 5p.m.

SPORTSMAN'S
BOAT WORKS
1983 RANGER BASS BOATS
NOW IN SHOWROOM
11..111. rof
..• P.1
I
44.,•
I
I
Hans.,7133%
i 4,1111hp Itorut1tEhtmi.lr tOm pafrak 1021.... foal
ISOp,1,,ipnpl..
14s0p1r 111 oaf rel. ISO ron41.4.1
173 hp I:.innadr
11,14irlr 111,n•fnil. 17011... 11041
1.14.4P1r
II n414tut o' 11 hp f •Period..
/
ono.I..r. IS
7114 4.nrud•,.
Ass goi 1 fia.4.,
f. boat I.. /7iirtmt
Ih/rarralt
h.... 9...i. a p.n 1...A..

USED BOATS
1102 If 4...4 popPfon IS ....11111p vinnplr
1902 14•
pont000..21 14/7ilf hp F onnffIr
• PIM Motttor-rh
78 I*/ IMO 441
FAinnidar
1011 144,1 ISO fp*
1117:fp.r.1 •i•(protrIr 1111-4or•
.

Hwy. 68 at Jonathan Creek,
Kentucky lake Next
to Sportsman's Marina
502/354-6569

IEIE
MZ

19. Farm Equipment

27. Mobile Home Sales

I.Pits-Supplies

i2tt All steel bed with 3
ft grain sides for 1 or 1
'2 ton truck 753 3134

12460, Two bedroom,
partially furnished, in
nice trailer park Call
Carol at 762 6851 before
ip m
Fish and hunt near your
own .home close to the
lake Low cost living
474 8038
For Sale, Trade, or
Rent 1972 12465 mobile
home 2 bedroom, 2 bath,
fireplace. extras
Lot
available, price
negotiable 753 9872
For sale 3 bedroom
12460 Embassy electric
mobile home
$4650
753 7737

AKC Cocker Spaniel A home, off ice or both 4
puppies 7 black males,
bedroom home zoned
blond female 575 492 for residence or bust
ness' Excellent late,
8861
Priced at only
AKC German Shepherd lion
Immediate
puppies 60 champions, $39,750
POSses4ion
Ken Shores
also guard dogs and
Registered Eskimo Estates Call 753 0101 or
753 7531
Spitz 502 514 2153
Blue Point Siamese
male kitten $15 753 8198

I

300 MF
COMBINE

I

Both heads, quick
attach'good condition. 492-8425.
1982 John Deere garden
tractor 17hp with some
equipment $3000
Call
436 2540
660 Case combine with
corn and bean table for
sale
Good condition.
753 4936
Diesel combine MF300
equipped with 400
cylinder Perkins diesel
quick attachment. 13ft
Robot bean header, 2
row corn header, good
tires, and weight bum
per 489 1387

20. Sports Equipment

Browning 12 guage
automatic shotgun.
Remington 30 aut 6
model 742 rifle with
scope. Call 436- 2461.
Model 70 Winchester
XTR feather weight.
30 06 caliber. 4139 2230
after 5p m,

22. Musical

Air conditioning,
appliance and
refrigeration service. All brands.

CAR STEREO Pioneer,
Kenwood, Marantz,
Mitsubishi, Sanyo. Professional installation.
Sunset Boulevard Music
Dixieland Center
Chestnut St. 753-0113.

77 ,f4r.

loutimes

753-5865
Concert Snare drum
type used at MHS and
MMS. Used 1 season
like new 5250. 753,8811.
Spinet piano, like new
753 6143,

23. Exterminating

759- 322.
30. Business Rentals
Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-4758

32. Apts. For Rent
A furnished 3 room
apartment Almo
Heights. $75 per month
water furnished. Call
Dale, 753 0555 between
8a.171 ap.m
One and 2„ bedroom
apartments near downtown Murray. 753-4109,
762 6650 or 436-2844.
One bedroom redecorated with new
kitchen. Located between University and
downtown_ $125 a month
With partial utilitieS
furnished. Call Spann
Realty Assoc.
7724.
Two bedroom duplex
apartment on quiet
dead-end street. Central
gas heat and air. Stove,
refrigerator, dishwasher, and disposal
furnished. Washer
dryer hook-up. $225.
Atter 4p.m. call 753-9574
or 753-6513.

753 -

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control
Phone 753.3914

24. Miscellaneous
10 Year old Rheem
150,000 BTU gas pack
home heating unit, with
5 ton cooling system
seoo. 753 3865.
dft. x i Oft. Flashing
arrow sign.' Must sell.
Sacrifice 502-529-2721
4x6's and 6x6's 8Ft, 10ft,
12ft. for sale. Great for
landscaping. 498 8141,
after 7p m 753 8666.
Desk $50, rocking chair
$35, bookcase $40. Call
for more information
753-7737.

Two young ladies want
to share a nice house
with another lady near
MSU and downtown.
bath, private entrance,
available immediately.
Call Rebekah after
5p.m., 753-6577

34. Houses for Rent

Beautiful furnished or
unfurnished house, on 5
acre wooded lot, on Ky:
Lake„ 3 bedrooms, liv
ing room, kitchen,
screened in porch, sun
deck, and sauna. 16
Firewood cut to order. miles from Murray
Telephone
$25. per rick. Call R ent-$350
436-2292.
753 8207.•
For sale AA Kirby and Six year old 3 bedroom
Electrolux vacuum near Ken Lake Resort,
Carpeted, AC, water
cleaners, with at
tachments
Good as furnished, $195.
.
4.02 5647.
new Call Paris 901-642
7473.
Two story brick 1707
4-- bedroom, 2
For sale
Get your Miller
winter firewood now! baths, economical wood
burning stove and elec
436•2758.
Helium Balloons on a trical heating. 753 3624.
string for sale 9 and
llin. sizes
Assorted
colors for birthdays, Boars and Gilts, Mur
anniversaries, and all freesboro, Ill.
occassiOns. 753 0817.
yorkshire, ready for
KEROSENE breeding, large selec
HEATERS. Buy now tion. Homer Jenkins
and save! 6800 BTU, 618 684 6892
$119 99: 9000 BTU. Horses boarded. Stalls
5149 99, 9300 BTU
30, pasture $20
5179.99, 9300 BTU with Limited space
Phone
fan, $212.99; 11,500 753 3010.
BTU, $179 99, 19,500 What - are
hunters and
BTU, 5219.99. Wallin jumpers? Lessons,
Hardware Paris, Tenn.
training
boarding
OREGON SAW chaint, Hickory Lane Stables.
Vs" pitch for 16" bar, 759 4588 days, 759 1869
57.99, 20". 58.99. Wallin nights.
Hardware Paris, Tenn,
Seasoned Firewood $18
rick, $23 deliver
Does your dog need a
Call. after
Calloway
clip or bath? Have it,
9p.m 436 5806
•
done now and get 12 off
Snap qn front end
any clip OR bath Bring
machine and other in this ad for discount at
tools 436 2506
Sharans House of Pets..

37. Livestock-Supplies

38. Pets-Supplies

21. Mobile Rome Sales
12x 40 One bedroom
unfurnished 52950 606
977 3179

Red and yellow delic
ious apples lor sale
Floyd McKenzie 753
4725

41. Public Sale

YARD
SALE
Fri. and Sat.. Sept.
3, 4 1-??? 908
Bagwell Ext
Cancelled in case of
heavy rain.

YARD
SALE
1409 Sycamore
Thurs., Fri., Sot.
Exercise bicycle,
trombone, quilts,
bicycle with ladies
seat, portable record
player, love seat, old
rocker, clothes, fan
violet and antiques.

Groom in.g.
Peggy Gardner. By
appointment only
753
8619
Mon Sat closed
rues

Thurs., Fri., S.
Open at 8:7O.
dark. 12114 BenDe -Field Subd.
near Coldwater.
Lots of clothes, all
sizes. Curtains,
picture frameclocks, antique I
dishes, old dolls.

BIG
GARAGE
SALE
Next door to
Charlie's Used
Cars in Hardin.
Thurs. and Fri.
Sept. 2, Sept. 3.

O. Motorcycles

trS- eH st
Realty

O.Produce

29. Heating Cooling

WANTED
Responsible
party to take over low moo•
tidy payments on spinet
piano. Can be seen locally
Write Credit Manager: P.O.
Boo $37 Shelbyville, IN
46176

heart

Near Murray, real nice
2 bedroom 2 full bath,
washer and dryer. 7591305.
Nice 2 bedroom trailer
for rent near Murray.
No pets. 489 2611.
Two bedroom mobile
horse in Pine Bluff
Shores, 18 miles from
City Limits. Has large
shady lot, beautiful
view of lake, large built
on room, with windows
all around, plus some
furniture. Call after
5p.m., 753-8776.
Two bedroom $90 month
plus deposit. 1 mile oul
city limits, 121S. 753
5405 or 436 2876.

FOR SALE
SPINET-CONSOLE
PIANO BARGAIN

Sanyo, Majestic,
Marautx car stereos.
World of Sound

28. Mobile Home Rentals
For rent 3 bedroom
trailer 753 9240,

12 gauge pump
Westernfield and skeet
thrower
Both in good
condition. Call 753 0519
after 5:30p.m.

lemoloommar
INFLATION
PRICES
On Pi. Nis Sony,

In Baywood Vista 10x5O
furnished with 2 lots.
included mini washer
and dryer, new deep
freeze, like new 20,000
BTU air -conditioner
and storage shed.
Priced to sell. 436 2937.

43. Real Estate

Office Coos, to Coast
Buyers from Every•loore
tellable Service Sore 1400
I I 2 Celeheoter 101111
M•rroy, Ianted! 42071
15021703 0116
Aaytim•
108 1 KENNON

505 Vine
Fri. and Sat.

9-4
Electrical appliances, clothing,
nick nacks.

2-Party
Carport Sale
1639 Catalina Dr.
Fri., Sept. 3 7:30-3:00
Sporting goods
toys, clothing infant
to adult, aquarium
decorative accessories, household
items, and knitting
machine. Cancelled if
rain.

43. Real Estate

4.Auto ervices
Rebuilt complete
engine $400
Call
5869

VW
136

Duane's Place Used
Volkswagon parts, tune
up, break lobs, rebuilt
motors 435 4772

49. Used Cars

1962 Pontiac 2 door
hard top real nice. 1956
Chevrolet 4 door V 8
automatic. 1966
Chevrolet 'amt ton pickup
Looking for a bargain in
with tool bed
Call
todays market? There
753 0423.
is plenty around. But,
before you make your 1966 Mustang blue fair
final choice, look at this Shape 436 2278
3 bedroom horne, 1973 Chevy Impala, 1974
located in Hazel
Re
Chevy Van
753 6954
duced to $11,500, older after 5p m
home with that certain 1974 Grand Prix_
Call
charm. Call Spann 753 7245 after 5p m
Realty Assoc. 753-7724.
1975 Electric car $1500
436 2506
1976 Pinto 2 door excel
6400 sq ft of floor
lent condition $1700.
753-6291 after 4.30p.m
space in this nearly all
1979 Firebird air ,
steel and concrete comcondition, automatic,
mercial building. Located
damaged on right side
in a prime area of Mur•
1500 Canterbury. 53495
753 9710.
ray. Less than ten years
old; ideal for large
business or rent half and
use half.
licensed L loaded

CALL US AT
753.4000 or 489 2296

Re
INC

-

Realtors
Village Hwy. 641 N.
Murray, Ky.
You will love this brick
hat has all the
you would ever
hope to find. Unique in
every detail. A 15 x 24 ft.
living room with hard
wood floors and back to
back fireplaces, one
with woodburning in
serf. It is decorated
with a professional
touch Located near the
shopping center. Priced
at $48,000. Call KOP
PERUD REALTY for
more information. 7531222

clW

40-•
tO'
E
'

753-1222
1101111eS KIR man,.
111111Millaia

YARD
SALE

53. Services Offered

1980 GS8506 6000 miles
Lots of extras and in
excellent condition
753 2708 after
52600
Sp m
1980 Kawasaki 750 LTD
Sissy bar, highway
pegs, and 2 helmets
45 50 MPG 3800 miles
$1500 or best offer
328 8072

If unique is what
you seek, you
should look at this
lovely 3 bedroom,
2 bath home in one
of the most convenient and
desirable areas in
Murray. It has all
the extras including a fireplace
and central gas
heat. Priced in the
mid $70's. KOPPERUD REALTY
753-1222.

45. Farms for Sale
Farm home on Highway
94 West. Brick home on
20 acres. Excellent
land, large trees,
tobacco barn, stock
barn and crib. 5 miles
from Murray makes it
an excellent location.
KOPPERUD REALTY
753 1222

46. Homes for Sale

Assume 9
V A owner
financing on equity.
Custom 5 year brick
energy saver. Large 3
bedroom, central air
and heat, built in
fireplace, many extra's.
12 miles to Murray 641
753-445)
South Puryear, Tn..
901 247 5735 North 218
COUNTRY LIVING Stokes.
PRIVATE neat 3, bed
room 2 bath home on Four bedroom older
home on quiet re
large fully wooded lot
mile East of Lynn sidential street. Excel
Full fjnished lent location, central
Grove
basement for an extra gas heat and immediate
family room or office. possession. Priced in
Central heat and Air, the low 520's. KOP
fireplace. deck. Call PERUD REALTY. 753
1222
od
a
St
WHY RENT? nice 2 Three bedroom brick, 2
bedroom. 1 bath home baths, central heat and
with owner financing air, family room,
available located just fireplace, large kitchen
and dining room. Alma
north of Hazel
DUPLEX ON DODSON Heights. 753 8633.
A great buy. Let us
show you this property 47.
owner financing
with a,ia
av
b i e
1974 Harley Davison

Purdom L Tharman.
Insurance L
Real Estate
Southside Court Sq.
Mammy, Kentucky

motorcycles

X L1000 Sportster. good
Purdom & Thurman condition, needs bat
Real Estate 753 4451. .
teries and tires $1700 or
Completely redecorated best offer 174 7392
in fine taste 4 bedroom, 1978
Yamaha Enduro
I 2 story home in city
125 'with $50 helmeS.
Owner financing at 10 Excellent condition
percent. give you law S450 Call 753 8811,
monthly payments. A
large double lot, 2 car 1979 v1100 Yamaha
s..Ondition $ox)
erenIttge; on
-storage .excellent,
753 8555
Economical heat
shed
Yamaha moped foP
and many extras Call
sale Call 753 14e9 after
Spann Realty Assoc
5o m
753 7724 '

GENERAL HOME
REPAiR
15 years ex
perience
Carpentry,
concrete
plumbing
roofing. sliding
NO
JOB TO SMALL Free
estimates
Days 474
2359, nights 474 2276
Guttering by Seers
Sears continuous gut
ters installed for your
APPLIANCE specifications
Call
SERVICE
Kenmore,
Sears 753 2310 for free
Westinghouse,
estimate
Whirlpool
20 years
experience
Parts and
service
Bobby Hopper
Bob's Appliance Ser
vice 202 S
ROOF
5th St
7 5 3
4 8 7 2 ,
PROBLEMS?
753 8886(homei.
Need a second opiAll home repairs
nion' Build up or
interior exterioc
painting reasonable
Residential. Local
experienced: Free
referances. Call Hugh
estimates no job to
Outland 759 I 718 or
small. Call Mike 435
4323.
753 8076
Build and Repair
tqbacco barns. Free
estimate Call'435 4347.
CARPET CLEANING,
MITCHELL
Free Estimates
Satisfied references, BLACK TOPPING'
Commercial, Indust
Vibra Steam or Quick
rial, Residential, also •
Dry Cleaning
(Upholstery Cleaning). Patching and Seal
Lee's Carpet Cleaning. Coating Phone 753 1537.
Need work on your
753-5827
trees? Topping, prun
ing, shaping, complete
Alleles@ . Service
Cs
removal and more Call
&lesion eel 1i/el silk.
B O'V E R ' S TREE
SERVICE
for Pro
costs'. Itie
work.
fessional tree care
Mimes. Call Will El
1538536.
Salley. 153-1681.

Roofing All Types 15
years experience MI
Work guaranteed Don
Wilkerson, 489 2580
or 34 5-2002

Campbell's Tree Ser
vice. Topping, trim
ming, removing
Full
insurance. Call 1 527
0918.
Carpet and linoleum
installation $1 50 sq.
yard. 10 years ex
Perience in Murray
area. Also home repair
and remodeling Phone
753.0770 ask for Bob.
Chimney Sweeping
Service. Do it now
before you need your
chimney. Later we will
have a working list. Call
• 435'4348 or 767'4792.1982 Grand .Prix 17000
plus miles, redwood
metallic
Sony AM FM
SIMMONS
stereo cassette, tilt
PAINTING
wheel, cruise. Air
Exterior and Interior.
condition, padded . roof,
Call for free estimate.
wire wheels. 58900. Call
753-0594.
5:30p.m.,
436-5531.
after
1982 Toyota Starlet 5
speed, tinted glass, Concrete, block, brick,
AM -FM radio. 40mpg
basements: four
Will sell for bank pay
dations, drive ways
Ott. Call 753 9644.
sidewalks, patios. and
For sale 1973 Super chimneys. Free esBeetle VW good condi) timates Call 75-3 5476,
lion $2000. 753-6883.
FREE ESTIMATES, On
For sale 1975 Datsun All Electrical, Plumb
210. Asking 51500 Call ing, Painting, and Well
Pump Needs Licensed
759-1303.
Wanted 1971. 1972, 1973 Call 753.0092 or 753 9673
Dodge Challenger good Fence sales at Sears
body. Call after 6p.m., now Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate for
collect 502 271 2583.
Wanted. 1971 72 73 your needs

1978 Buick
LaSabra, gold
tan on tan, Gold
Velure interior,
Retail 54,797,
Asking $3,998
Fi!m. 7 5 3 -

7 1 1 3.

Dodge Challenger Good
body. Call after 6p.m
collect. 502 271-2583

SO. Used Trucks
10 Wheel drive 2 '2 ton
army truck, has new
re-built engine. 753 3134.

Aluminum and Vinyl
siding and Aluminum
trim for all houses. It
stops painting.
Jack Glover
753-1873

1974 5 passenger, Ford Licensed electrician for
Club Wagon Van. 302 residential and corn
motor. 753 6143.
mercial. Heating and
1974 Chevrolet truck aircondition, gas in
stallation and repair
good condition. 436 5830.
1981 Chevy pickup Phone 753 7203
575
0
0
489 2330

51. Campers
24ft. Self containec
camper. 500 4 cylinder
Honda motorcycle. 436
2116.

52. Boats-Motors
17ft
Fiberglass cabin
cruiser, 75hp Johnson
and trailer $1500. 1011
Boston Wailer sailboat
and trailer $550
436 2506
Glasspar
1965 1611
Johnson 90 hp
fiberglass, new seats
and battery. 5800 Call
753 4021 after 4p m
1981 Ranger bass -boat,
1981 Evinrude 150,
Ranger trailer, 2 depth
finders, graph, 24 volt
trolling motor. PH me
ter, extras Call 354 8622
after tip.m. or 354 6568.
7310
Fiberglass cabin
cruiser
Sleeps 4, has
trailer. Sell or trade for
a van. 759 1987

53. Services Offered
Asphalt driveways and
Parking lots sealed by
Sears
For free es
timates call 75J 2310
111111Mmmosiimy

Sandblastiet
No job too large or t“
small At your place
or ours Rain or shine.
For Sale 1979 Yamaha
Trail bike. 17S also a
large supply of
various sips nails.
Contact filart•y
livestock L Trailer
Sales
Hwy 94 taut
753.5334

53. Services Offered

SERVICE
ELECTRICAL
and
PLUMBING
REPAIR
AND
WELL PUMPS
H L FORD
435-4152

FLOOR SANDING
AND FINISHING
20 years experience.
Stained floors our
speciality.
BODEAU
FLOOR CO.
351V-6127

Painting Paperhanging
Commercial
Residential Interior
Exterior -- Farm
Buildings
25 years
experience
Tremon
Farris 759 1987
Refrigeration and .Air
Condition Service and
Repair. Central air
Commercial and Re
sidential Service
43
5536

Will clean carpets,
windows also clean
and was hard wood
floors. Satisfaction
guaranteed.

753-3317
Room additions, roofing, remodeling, and
home, improvements of
any type_ Free estim
ate Call 436 5536
Sammy Tidwell. Paint,
ing ,Contractor. --Ex
perienced interior and
exterior painting_ Free
estimate. Call 753-4686
or 753 0487

ROBINSON
DAY
753-3716
753-5292
FREE ES'7..•TES *

WELL DRILLING and
repair. Campbell Well
Drilling McKenzie, TN.
I rregation residential
and commercial. 901
352 3671.
Will do yard work and
hedge trimming, cut
and remove dead
hedge. Call 753 0712 or
753 3534.
* Will sharpen hand saws,
circular saws, and
chaingav., 753 4656.

WALLIS DRUG
*PRESCRIPTIONS *FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
•LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
•HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
FrARI

Dsii•ury ins PrIscroposas•Crry

lollfft1

Our last truck olas sale at Shoemaker
Auction on South 4th Street Murray. Ky..
next door to Bunny Bread was such a
good success we are going to have
another Fri., Sat., and Mon. A truck full
of new loving room suites and den furniture at discount prices. Also have lob,
of oak and bunk beds, brass, woven rigs
Open from 7 a.m. - 7 p.m.
SHOEMAKER AUCTION PHONE 7530262.

ROOFING
ROOFING
'ROOFING
•
.
• _In,FREE ESTIMATE
•

Jackson Service CO.
436-5536

Mt
S
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Part-time tenure seen unfair

*4-wrinkle, I. P42
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FRANKFORT, Ky
AP, — Allowing parttime teachers to gain
....credit toward tenure
would be unfair to full'
tune teachers, the state
Supreme Court says.
"This if the very thing
that the Teachers Tenure
Act was designed to
eluninate," the court said
Tuesday in ruling that
part-time teaching does
not count toward the experience a teacher needs
to gain tenure.
-We simply hold that a
contract of employment
for a period of time other
than a regular school
year, except for excused
absences, does not

qualify the teacher
toward continuing contract status.- the court
said.
Teachers gain tenure if
they are hired for a fifth
consecutive year in the
same school district.
Tenure provides more job
security by making it
more difficult to fire a
teacher
The Supreme Court, in
making its ruling, overturned a decision by the
Court of Appeals that
Richard Rothfuss had
gained tenure when he
was fired as Bellevue
High School football
coach in 1976.
The 1975-76 school year,
the only season in which
Rothfuss served as head
football coach, was his
fifth year in the Bellevue
system. However, his
first year, in 1971-72,
BOBBN V% OL FF
Rothfuss was an assistant
principal at a middle
Dear Mr. Wolff
Opponents were dealing school for only half-awith the red deck and we had day, and also was assisthe blue We were enjoying a tant football coach.
good run and suddenly I
The court said that
noticed that my RHO was even though Rothfuss had
dealing with our blue deck I a high position as assisobjected and we had a discus- tant principal, "his
consion Do the laws cover this tract as such
required
situation'
him to expend hours apCalor Change. Baltimore
preciably less than a
ANSWER: Yes. the', do regular school day and
Law No 7 states "A pack his contract did not acorigactallv belonging to a side crue credit toward
m t be restored on demand tenure."
of any player before the last The court also overcard of the current deal has turned a Court of Appeals
been dealt "
ruling that Rothfuss had
Dear Mr. Wolff:
been improperly demoted
Just what is unauthorized from principal of the midinformation' I've heard the dle school to a teacher of
term used but never have physical education and
heard it defined
driver education followSecret Leaks. Raleigh.
ing the 1974-75 school
ANSWER: Unauthorized year.
'information is that which may The court noted that
be conveyed from one player Rothfuss_lost his position
to his partner by any means as principal because the
other than a legal bad or play middle school was closed
It includes such things as for economic reasons.
mannerisms, tone, hesitations. ."No challenge has been
emphasis, gestures. etc
made 1,, "7. yglp44y of
Dear Mr. Wolff:
the board's decision to
In a competitive auction close middle school," the
where either side might buy a court said. "This closing
high level contract, does it brought about reassignpay to redouble if one thinks ment of
personnel, inthat his opponent pulled the
eluding Rothfuss, since
double trigger one round too
his position as principal
soon^
at middle, school was
Trigger. Rochester.
H
,air
ANSWER: Redoubles pay abolished.
off only when the contract is The Supreme Court
fulfilled If your redouble upheld the Court of Apwarns the opponents to seek Peals in denying Rothfu,ss
an inexpensive retreat, the damages because of inredouble is unwise In general, jury to his reputation by
redouble- only when you're his discharge.
reasonably certain of success. The court said 'there is
and you can punish severely, overwhelming and onany retreat by the opponents contradicted
evidence,"
Dear Mr. Wolff:
that the school board and
Using Jacoby Transfers if superintendent acted in
responder bids another suit good faith in their actions
after the transfer, is this a toward Rothfuss.
forcing bid' For example

0
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Dwain Taylor's September
Used Car
Clearance Sale

0

1981 Buick Regal Limited, Lt. Green,
Vinyl Roof, P.S., P.B., A.C., Tilt, Cruise,
AM FM,Rally Wheels. 17xxx miles.
_$8677 $8300

1978 Pont Firebird, Blue. P.S., P.B.,
A.C., Power Window, Power Locks, Tilt
Cruise, Rally Wheels, 27xxx miles graTT.
5500

1979 Olds 98 Regency, 4 Dr., Burgandy,
Burgandy Vinyl Top, Burgandy Interior,
P.S., P.B., A.C., Power Windows, Power
Locks, Tilt, Cruise, AM FM, Power
Seats, 38xxx miles $6057. $6700

1980 Old Cutlass L.S., 4 Dr., Brown,
Vinyl Roof, P.S., P.R., A.C., Rally
Wheels,27xxx miles $6077. $6600

1978 Camaro, Yellow & Black Two-Tone,
'P.S., P.B., A.C., Tilt, AM FM, 68xxx
miles $54-17'. $4700

1980 Buick Century, 4 Dr., White, Red
Vinyl Roof, Red Interior, P.S., P.B.,
A.C., Power Windows, Power Locks,
Tilt, Cruise, AM FM,33xxx miles sserr.
$6600

1979 Camaro Z28, Red, Black Interior,
P.S., P.B., A.C., Power Windows, Power
Locks, AM FM Tape, 27xxx miles pril
$6900

1980 Caprice, 4 Dr., Two Tone Brown,
P.S., P.R., A.C., Power Window, Power
Lock, Tilt, Cruise, AM FM, Rear Defogger, 20xxx miles $6997. $6600

1979 Malibu, 4 Dr., Blue, IA. Blue Vinyl
Top, P.S., P.B., A.C., 41xxx miles $4947".
$4600

1979 Buick Electra LiTited, Black,
Black Vinyl Top, Black eloth Interior,
P.S., P.B., A.C., Power Windows, Power
Locks, Power Seats, Tilt, Cruise, AM
FM Tape,35xxx miles $.1'7. $6977

1977 Mercury Cougar, Lt, Brown, Brown
Vinyl Roof, Road Wheels, Cruise, AM
FM Stereo,53xxx miles-$.1877. $3500

I , 11"hieg
ulpFt--306
111 —telOmmmomm
.

0
0

FRANKFORT, Ky.
API — Kentucky Gov.
Moor Support. Dio too. OH John Y. Brown Jr. was
slated to campaign today
ANSWER: Yes, it is. South's in Tennessee on behalf of
two heart bid promises five or Democratic gubermore spades and the three natorial nominee
Randy
diamond bid shows his second
Tyree.
suit It is a 100 percent forcBrown and his wife,
ing bid
Phyllis, were scheduled
Dear Mr Wolff:
to arrive in Nashville at
I open one diamond and noon.
Brown then was to
partner responds one no
meet with Democratic
trump Is there any difference
in implied strength if the one National Chairman
no trump bid is offered after Charles Manatt and 50
party supporters for a
an opponent's overcall'
Fine Distribatioas. Se* Orleans finance strategy session.
An afternoon news conANSWER: Yes Without an ference was scheduled at
overcall the one no trump Opryland Hotel at
response denies a four card Nashville, after which the
major and promises 6-9 HCP Browns
would be off to
With the overcall, the one no
trump bid prdtmses a stopper Memphis for essentially
in the opponera's suit and the same types of apshould be in the upper range, pearances.
Brown, chairman of a
8-9 HCP
committee to help elect
Send bridge questions to The Aces Democratic governors
P0 Box 12363 Dallas Texas 75225
this fall, will speak at a
watt sell.addressed stamped envelope
rally tonight with Tyree.
IOf reply

1979 Old Cutlass Calis Cp., Brown Beige
Roof, Bucket Seats, P.S., P.B., A.C.,
Power Windows, Power Locks, Tilt
Cruise, AM FM, Rally wheels, 57xxx
miles $5047. $5700

p.

Brown campaigns

South
2*
3*
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1981 Chevette, 4 Dr., Blue. Blue Interior,
4 Speed,28xxx miles 1,49?7. $4600

1981 Oldsmobile 98 Regency, White,
Burgandy Interior. Diesel,Loaded,C.B.,
25xxx miles $.10-,800. $10,500

1980 Impala, 4 Dr., Brown, P.S., P.B.,
A.C., 33xxx milesprWri. $5400

_
1980 Old Cutlass, 4 Dr., Orange, Brown
Interior, V6. P.S., P.B., AM FM, 36xxx
miles VerTri. $6200

1981 Olds Cutlass. Dk. Blue
Beige Two
Tone, Blue Interior, P.S., P.B., A.C., _AM
FM, Rally Wheels, 20xxx miles $8877.
$6300

1977 Old Delta,4 Dr., Brown, White Vinyl
Roof, Brown Interior, P.S., P.B., A.C.,
Tilt, AM FM,55xxx miles
$4500

•--1

1980 Pontiac Phoenix, 4 Dr., Blue, Blue
Interior, P.S., P.B., A.C., Cruise, 36xxx
miles $6977$5100

1982 Mazda RX 7, Black, Red Interior, 5
Speed, AM FM, Sunroof, Wheels, 3xxx
miles.$1-0977-. $10,600

I.

4411111
)1n11011111011

1979 Electra Buick Limited,4 Dr., White.
White Roof, Red Interior, P.S. P.B
A.C., Power Wheels, Power Locks, AM
FM,Tilt, Cruise,38xxx miles $6991'. $6600

0

c,„t
WELCOME WAGON
WANTS TO
VISIT YOU

appipal:
-

1980 Dodge Omni,4 Dr., Beige, Beige Interior, A.T., A.C., AM FM, Roof Rack,
Rally Wheels, 46xxx miles$4047. $4600

198001d Delta Royal, 4 Dr., White, White
Vinyl Roof, Red Interior, P.S., P.B.,
A.C., Power Windows, Power Locks,
Tilt, Cruise, AM FM, Read Defogger,
28xxx $7.471-. $7200

1981 Chevrolet P.D., Short Wheel Base,
Blue
Silver, P.S., P.B., A.C., Tilt,
Cruise, AM FM Tape, Aluminum
Wheels,Sliding Back Glass, Rails,$17717
MOO

44j:
•

WITH A BASKETFUL OF GIFTS
bring helpful informatiort plus cards
And
You can redeem for moce gifts at local businesses My visit's a friendly call at no cost
or, obligation to you Just engaged? New,
parent? Moved? I'd like to visit you at your
convenience.

MOMS Kathryn Outland 753- 3079
miry
,
Members
lignites
Map
ithine ailK Asst.
Aut.
411-834$

....... ••

O• •

153-5510

1979 Chysler Lebltron, 2 Dr., White, Red
Interior, P.S., P.B., A.C., AM FM,,
Wire
Wheels,63xxx miles 0977. $4200

111

—
1981 Buick Electra Park As enue, 4 Dr.,
Lt. Blue, Dk. Blue Vinyl 't'op. Loaded
with Extras,31xxx miles 11,4-177. $11.600

1979 Malibu, 4 Dr., Burgandy, Burgandy
Roof, Black Interior, P.S., P.B., A.C.. a
33xxx miles Per $5000

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet Inc. MaxMorris

SALES PEOPLE
Mickey Boggess
Holderby

641 S
Ulm()

SALES PEOPLE
Will Ed Travis 0

o

753-2617
01=01110
0,0
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Women'scolleges survive money crisis, push toward coeducation
SPRINGFIELD, Mass. pared with 2 percent tor movement since the mad1AP) — Women's col- all women's colleges and 1970s has had an
-enorleges, once the declining 18 percent at coeduca- mous effect"
on the
wallflowers of higher tional private colleges.
health of the women's coleducation, are blooming
••We can offer leges,
these days.
somethirtr special at a
"It came at just the
The nation's 116 col- time when there is a right time," she
says.
leges with all-female renewed interest in a
Wellesley's Mrs.
enrollments are sur- search for values on the Keohane says,
-I am a
vivors that had to part of many young peo- feminist. We
have always
weather financial ple." says Sister Mary provided
education by
pressures and a push Dooley, SSJ, president of women and
for women.
toward coeducation in the the College of Our Lady of What was not so
clear is
late 1960s. Since then the Elms in Chicopee. what it means
to teach
they've prospered. The school's enrollment about women. I
feel a
Enrollments are going up has increased a steady 10 women's college
has the
steadily — and so is finan- percent a year for the last responsibility to
provide
cial backing.
five years.
a place for real scholarAnd they're changing.
Difficult times lie ship about women."
Campus life today is a lot ahead for all colleges and
Since she became the
more than social studies universities, as the pool school's 11th
president
and sedate afternoon of available students last spring, Wellesley
has
teas.
diminishes because of revised its curriculum to
"My definition of declining birthrates and emphasize women's
liberal arts includes com- federal financial support issues. A major
in
puters," says Nannerl is cut back.
women's studies was
Keohane, Wellesley ColBut Marcia Sharp, ex- established along with a
lege president and a ecutive director of the campus women's
center.
leader in the new wave Women's College CoaliBut studying about
that combines women's tion, says women's col- women isn't the
only way
issues with emphasis on leges will be better equip- the women's colleges
are
technical skills long ped to compete.
rewriting the traditional
dominated by males.
"All colleges will have liberal arts curriculum.
Seniors at Smith Col- to demonstrate some parAided by an exchange
lege talk about plugging ticular and distinctive ap- program with the
nearby
into an "old girl" network peal to students to attact Massachusetts
Institute
of alumnae in Fortune 500 them, and women's col- of Technology,
Wellesley
corporations after leges have that specifici- now requires all students
graduation and are more ty to draw on when the to take a course in
cominterested in becoming a college makes its case," puters.
chief executive officer Ms. Sharp says. "They
Mount Holyoke Presithan in marrying one.
are in the business of be- dent Elizabeth Kennan, a
In 1960, there were ing responsible to women medieval history
scholar,
about 300 colleges for students and have the says: "An educated
women, but the number luxury of arranging the citizen needs to know
dwindled as financial institution to meet those about the tools of analysis
pressures grew and the needs.';.
that belong to
move to coeducation atCuts in federal aid and mathematics and -the
tracted many iisamen
money are decision-making propreviously all-male causing some worries, cesses of technology so
schools.
•
particularity at more ex- that she can be enfranToday, 116 women's pensive women's schools chised."
colleges educate about such as Smith, Mount
Smith has a dual
125,000 students or 2 per- Holyoke and Wellesley, degree program in
cent of the nation's col- which will cost more than engineering with
the
lege population.
$11,000 next year.
nearby University of
Women's colleges are
But the women's col- Massachusetts and is adstill strongest in leges are among the best ding a major in computer
Massachusetts, where at raising money, science next year.
Mary Lyon founded the especially from their
The schools also have
nation's. first college for alumnae. On average, expanded special proWomen, Mount Holyoke, more than one-third of grams for older women
in 1837. The state has 17 the graduates of women's returning to
school, a
all-women's colleges, in- colleges give to their group that has more
than
cluding two-year and schools, compared with doubled at women's
colfour-year institutions. 18 percent at all colleges, leges, especially the
Pennsylvania has the according to the Council Roman Catholic schools.
next highest total, 16.
For Financial Aid to in the past decade.
The sharpest tur- Education. At schools
"The women's movenaround in enrollment such as Smith and Mount ment has made it respechas been at the 52 Roman Holyoke, more than 50 table and dignified
to
Catholic women's col- percent of graduates con- seek the company
of
leges, where student tribute.
other women," says
levels are up 35 percent in
Ms. Sharp says the Smith President Jill Conthe last decade. (-rim- growth of the women's way, a historian.
But she

adds the obvious
there
isn't the same kind of
dating situation" at a
WOIllerl.• 1,Ilege

The students tend to ofile,s you are a
meet young men around reasonably outgoing peractivities, such as the son it can be intimidating
debating tea In, and finding your way into that

kind of situation. she
says
In case prospective
freshmen have doubts.

the Smith prospectus includes a map listing
mileage to nearby coed
schools

Contemporary religious thoughts

Prayer distinctive activity in.all religions
By The Rev. Custis
Fletcher
Retired Episcopal Priest
Prayer is a distinctive
and characteristic. activity of all religions. To this
statement, Christianity is
no exception. In fact of all
the great religions of the
world, Christianity has
developed as much or
perhaps more than any
other when it comes to
this facet of religion.
Prayer can be seen as a
distinctive human aspiration in that it is a universal response to an inner
stirring which, we
believe, comes about
from an outer stimulus!
As the late Donald
Aldrich, editor of the
Golden Book of Prayer,
wrote "we pray for the
same reason we breathe,
admitting in the act of
breathing a fundamental
dependency," The poet
Tennyson wrote "Mere
things are wrought by
prayer than this world
dreams of." We pray
because we are so made
— "There are no atheists
in fox holes- was a comment
the course of World War
At the same time, we
all know that there is
much we can learn of
prayer. The noted
evangelist Dr. Billy
Graham says that daily
he reads at least five of
the Psalms of David as
part of his daily act of
devotion. After centuries,
men still turn to such a
master of prayer as to
one who can better express what our souls
would say to our God.
And His followers after
observing how prayer

was a constant
characteristic of Jesus
Chirst begged him "Lord,
teach us to pray." And
what He taught as -a
manner of prayer" has
become not only a model
but the actual content of
man's favorite prayer!
Interestingly, the very
-form of -the Lord's
Prayer" has so seized our
minds and souls that we
find it difficult if not impossible to -learn" any
modern version of it! And
another interesting
observation we might
make on this prayer is
that everything in it can
be found elsewhere if not
in the Bible, then in other
Jewish religious
literature. In other
words, it was the way
Jesus put together "Our
Father" that impressed
those who first heard it.
However perfect is that
special prayer, it is not
just its form or expression but that something
special of our exercise of
spirituality that made
one , modern teacher

remark -I hope that just
once I will be able to pray
a perfect Our Father.•' In
other words the act of
praying is a greater importance than the form of
words. To pray or to
develop the ability to
pray caused , Thomas
Morton, Monk of
Gethsemani in Kentucky,
to journey to the Orient in
order to find .what he
learned of prayer as
practiced in Eastei.n
Religion.
Yet this is not to say
that we can cast aside the
effort to phrase our
prayers in the best and
most perfect may. If
prayer is such a basic and
important part of our
spicitual development,
then we will also seek a
perfection of form, a
beauty of words even as
we try to give spirit to our
thoughts in a conscious
prayer to God.
Finally, then, we will so
live in the life that we will
be prepared ,*dior the
endless prayer oCeterni-

mortal diet,
..).- salvaMy battle tf
bon,
My gown of glory.
hope's true gage,
And I'll take my.
Pilgrinuage

ty. Some one put it this
way:
•'Give me my scallop
shell of quiet.
My staff of faith to
walk upon,
Sly script of joy. im-

Program to phase out jobs
LEXINGTON.; Ky.
AP — Backyard garbage collection is being
phased out here due to the
city's "Herbie the Curbie" program: and 25
Lexington sanitation
workers will be out a jab
in October.
The workers got layoff
notices in their*ay
envelopes Friday from
Jim Byrd, the city's
sanitation director.
"Some of them stood
there with tears in their
eyes," said Carl Thornton, a veteran sanitation
worker who was not affected by the layoffs.
"There's no way these
people are going to find a
job and some of them got
families to support." But
Byrd said he was more
optimistic

Solomon was
a wise guy.

-.There are some very
intelligent men' in that
group and- I . beligye they
can do jobs much more
skaffa}, than this," Byrd
said.
Herbie the Curbie is a
plastic garbage can on
wheels. Because
residents leave it at curbside, fewer garbage collectors are needed. "
Alice Stewart, the program's implementation
coordinator, said those
being laid off are temporary workers who are
Aot covered by civil service.
The city juxpected to
trim its sanitation work
force by about 60, she
said, with civil service
workers being tran4f,erred • other departments

A NEW LOCATION...

ROFFLER FAMILY
HAIR CARE
Was located in Central Shopping
Center. We Moved to 1916
Coldwater Road.

And you can learn a lot from him
Find out more about King Solomon
and other Bible greats after school at
the First Christian Church Youth
Club,5 p.m. Wed. Call 753-3824.

It's A "Snip"
In the Right Direction.
Come in today and see Johnny and Jane
Morganti, Owners and Vicki Beadles

Two Can Dine for

$4.99
Thru Sept. 25

Bring a friend to Jerry's where you can enjoy
any two of these popular dinners for only $4.99
Italian Spaghetti Dinner
served with tossed salad & grilled bread.
Roast Beef Dinner
served with colt! slaw & roll.
2-Pc. Pride-Fried Chicken Dinner
.served with cole slaw & roll.
Choice of any two dinners.
No substitutions.

For the next two months.5 will go
to the Muscular Dystrophy Association for each
Maxwell House'Instant Coffee coupon redeemed: •
And can help 1Ias%% ell House gt%e $1.00 more

-Cout
,
"

Save 40c
when you buy

one 14

40Ci

on 10 or

or 6 or jar or two 2 on Ian of
Maxwell House'Initant Coffee

0001f

House.lor soursell.
__
lotit ToTtieZids al the Special Miccw ell flow.- (itspla%'
at pain,
paling stores
Hut hght rum. dip this coupOn And sou'll he touting with Jerry kev4 is ‘
;ir151
Musk.
Th•dinir ..,
ktn.ell House V,III doom,: 5c tiw c...h coupon n.-deemed-*up to 1.250.11119
So use this couptin it \ Anti help a NM 1/1 kids' tottiorrit(ss
.
Ma.‘Y%ell

J

ellilit
'
S

RESTAURANT

SOUTH 12th STREET

40C

PV.00.11 CP.
411•*801
1.1

lime%

NB01534300
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YOU WANT SAVINGS? CHECK OUT
SPECIALS. THEY'RE GOOD ALL
the M
THERE'S MORE LOW PRICE
BUYING POWER IN EVERY AISLE
AT JIM ADAMS IGA WITH ...

JIITI

Seleci
jim Adan
In Real Le
Fresh CI
and Iowa
U.S. Chc

Ask foi
Assista
our Frh
Person

PRICES GOOD
THRU TUESDAY
SEPTEMBER 8 1982
QUANTITY RIGHTS
RESERVED.
ADAM

BONELESS
HAMS

HIND
QUARTER

LB

SIDES ..

LB

Half
or
Whole

REELFOOT •SLICED

BEEF
LIVER

Lb

69c

OUR USU

GR

PORK
ROAST

LB

99
Lb.

REEL -LEEN
BOSTON BUTT

FREEZER BEEF
'
SPECIAL
FRONT
$149
QUARTER

IGA
FULLY COOKED

69

$ 1 19

IOWA GRAIN FED
U.S. CHOICE BEEF

Lb.

CUT AND WRAPPED
FOR FREEZER

PORK
STEAKS

Lbl
EXTRA

LEAN

GROUND

Lb

.
4

FIELD
PRO LEAGUER

WEINERS

SLICED
SLAB BACON

1202

BACON
KRAFT CHEESE
OZ

IGA • 12 25

ALUMINUM
FOIL

AMERICAN
SINGLES

BAKING
SODA

17; 83;
1 LB QTRS
MARGARINE

BUTTERMILK

CAMPBELL'S
SOUP

CAKE MIX

CARNATION
MILK

A

F,r1,5 C, l.

IGA • 18 01

COFFEE
MATE

CORN
FLAKES

IGA

•

CORN ..
MEAL

AA I V1441C•rrilOrefe,

,a••

DETERGENT

IGA • 200 CT

GIANT
FAB

FACIAL
TISSUE

0.I

r11.1 CA•Alece'•

CONDENSED
C.0&SUNFLOWER
MILK • 14
OZ

DISINFECTANT

EAGLE
BRAND

14,111 I fpfl•d C•rtrfical•

TASTE 0 SEA
LIGHT BATTER
12 OZ

FISH FILLET

c, • •,0
,
0
4,11 I frllAd

IGA • 5 LB.

FLAKED • 1302

FLOUR

FOLGER'S
COFFEE

1111,4

STRAINED • 407

KRAFT • 1807

IGA • PK

FESTIVAL•/
1
4 GAL

FRISKIE'S
BUFFET

GERBER
BABY FOOD

GRAPE
JELLY

HAMBURGER
BUNS

ICE
MILK

ygr,g1. t 1M5 C•r”ltrie• 46,ve,r1h

{ill*/ Coro•Nre,

•

VIF

rn

1,11.4 C•efrbcer•

1801
PEANUT BUTTER

2 QT
UNSWEETENED

JIF

KOOL -AID

IVORY

KRAFT • OZ

LO-CAL
DRESSING

INSTANT • 100%
COFFEE

12 OZ
ORANGE JUICE

KRAFT • 10 OZ

WHIPPED
TOPPING

MINIATURE or
REGULAR
MARSHMALLOWS

68c

MAXWELL
HOUSE

MINUTE
MAID

$389

79;
c•

Olt IDA 2007

SHOESTRING
POTATOES

SNACK
CHIPS

1°

'2 Anc
Fo r

'11F

109

TRAIL BLAZER

DOG
FOOD

MARGARINE

MILD
YELLOW ONIONS
TENDER

GREEN ONIONS

25 Lb. Bag

90.
a.•Lb

2 go;
For V F

NEW CROP

SWEET POTATOES

4

IGA • LB

IGA •

POWDERED
SUGAR

18 OZ

LIPTON
TEA BAGS

QUICK
OATS

15; 37;

SOAP

L64

CRANBERRY JUICE

2 LB SHEDD'S
SPREAD SOFT

,
AP A '
, Ord C•rf,linvo•

BATH SIZE
PALMOLIVE GOLD

9

/ FAYGO• 16 OZ.

4

10 OT CAN

$229

RONCO • 707

SOFT
DRINKS

For

69
3

r

•

PRE-SWEETENED
KOOL-AID

$298

SPAGHETTI

2
For

28

A I

or.•

EVAPORATED

n 00,

MILK

As FOOL,

IGA
TALL

IGA • 32 OZ.

HAMBURGER CHIP

PICKLES

BIG CHIEF • 180Z.

98;

PEANUT
BUTTER

99'

6.02

1GA • 100 CT

IGA • SEC.'?

HEFTY • 10 CT

BANQUET • 11 07

SHOWBOAT • 300

KRAFT • 12 OZ. CHEESE

KINGSFORD CHARCOAL

STARKIST
TUNA

TEA
BAGS

TOMATO
JUICE

TRASH
' LINERS -

T.V.
DINNERS

PORK 'N BEANS

AMERICAN SINGLES

MATCH LIGHT

C
,
-r....4:2:,:x4114014161111r
-

NO 303
MIXED
VEGETABLES

VEG- ALL

2„62c

53; 4r
•IGA • 48 07

VEGETABLE
OIL

KRAFT • 1 LB

VELVEETA
CHEESE..

U S CHOICE • FAM

BONELESS
SAVOY STEA

100 CT

NY

e••

GOLDEN FLAKE
VARIETY 9 L 07

$

DRIED • 1 LB

TURICEY
WINGS

49c

OCEAN SPRAY • 32 OZ

01, I !Med C•••

NORTHERN
BEANS

LB 7
9C

IGA • FROZEN • 8 OZ

4P 89;

(MAI Ce.,6r•••

•411.4C•••••,,,,,,

$ 1 99

$

of• I 1,01•4 Co0.14.4.
04
,to, 1 151•4 C•••a.re.•
4

95; ...I75;

t,re C•

POTATOES

50 65; 19; 59c

4
2qLc
For
For

59c

FARMER'S CHOICE • 200Z.

*Ai, I IF/11Ad CeriAlkwe

CAT FOOD
6 , OZ

2207
DISHWASHING
LIQUID

6 Pack 8 oz.

h I 151.4 C•rfiliro

59; $189

$1 65 19; $1 29

•••

'''1.°' C''''''
.
"0
''' r "1"
SUNPINE_

IS OZ

.

69; 83; 29; 69; SHOESTRING

$209
)
• • ,ed

ro, , trIl.d Corlifkoo•
0
.
"'

Lb

BULK STYLE

$1 1
$1°
3

CATSUP

19; 85; 49; 19; $189 BISCUITS
CARNATION
2207

SMOKED
SAUSAGE

BONELESS
SHOULDER RI

BIG 32 OZ.

Cer.,fi,elerV'fh

IN/CHICKEN NOODLN
, INSTANT
BETTY CROCKER
5 1 -QT.
10' , OZ
18 OZ

TURNER'S
, GAL

BLUE
BONNET

BLEACH

$ 1 98

FAT BACK

1; $125 45; HUNT'S

,
ki rh 1 Fill•d (Arc Ace.

It I t.11ed C•AAI•core

12 OZ

ARM & HAMMER
607

BEEF
STEW

Lb

FIELD'S
DRY SALT

OLD CAROLINA

U S CHOICE

REELFOOT • OLD FASHION

FAMILY PAR

9c 45C

4110
ARMOUR • GM --

VIENNA
SAUSAGE

6;

2207.
-.TRIGGER SPIN*

• WINDEX
sin

Dor

BA

4 Lb.

1 68

For
--lrotcruiriroz

P9TATO
CHIPS
oz
A-1 STEAK SAUCE

99C
$168

IGA • 37 OZ

APPLE JUICE
AMERICAN ACE

MUSTARD

894
,,,z 59c

KRAFT • 18 OZ

GRAPE JELLY

88;

RICHTEX 4202

SHORTENING

NORT

You Must Hol

$1 44

I IN.L It A I IMF

SI I IL IL 11 1.

plrotber

1 1982

OUR 50 IN STORE
MONTH LONG!

SAVE WITH 10 LB.
BUYING POWER
VOLUME PRICES
AT

the Meat Place

JIM ADAMS
PLUS

Select From
Jim Adams Variety
In Real Lean Pork,
Fresh Chickens,
and Iowa Grain Fed
U.S. Choice Beef

'CASH IN ON
THESE

Cash Dividend
SPECIALS

Ask for
Assistance from
our Friendly
Personnel!

PRICES GOOD
THRU TUESDAY,
SEPTEMBER 8 1982.
QUANTITY RIGHTS
RESERVED.

CASH DIVIDEND SPECIAL

2 LITER

Ink

tEEL-LEEN
STON BUTT

OUR USUAL HIGH QUALITY

58c

GROUND
BEEF

ORK
DAST

WITH ONE FILLED CASH DIVIDEND CERTIFICATE

69 149
EXTRA LEAN

$

GROUND CHUCK

'1 79

CASH DIVIDEND SPECIAL

LARGE

1 88
1

IASHION

$ 'I 99
U

„49c

BONELESS
SHOULDER ROAST
U S CHOICE • FAMILY PAK

BONELESS
SAVOY STEAK

4I

79
lb $ 1

Lb

$l"

US CHOICE •
BONELESS

TOP SIRLOIN
STEAK

fr

19c

ORANGE
CRUSH

Ate1/4

8 PK•16 OZ

CASH DIVIDEND SPECIAL

89C

GOLD MEDAL

PLUS BOTTLES OR

FLOUR

FISHER
SANDWICH MATE
12 OZ.

99

C

INDIVIDUAL
WRAPPED

3

FLOUR

Atie
CASH DIVIDEND SPECIAL

IGA

2

For

69

44444

SIB.

ET POTATOES

3 lb

€

se eg
.rmi,
TT.,^20.7

• 180Z

;FORD CHARCOAL

rcH LIGHT
4 Lb.

Don't Forget To Play...

BANKROLL
NORTHSIDE 80000 SOUTHSIDE 300°
You Must Hove Your Card Punched To Be Eligible

to Win

Ate*:
CASH DIVIDEND SPECIAL

ICEBERG

LETTUCE

Head

FREE
WITH ONE FILLED CASH DIVIDEND CERTiFICATE
44
11
5

World's Fair
Sweepstakes
•Win '25" in Groceries this

week
•Win o trip for 2 to the World s
Four

1100"
88C1
$1 44

NORTHSIDE
BETH EMERSON
SOUTHSIDE
NANCY FUTRELL

timil

$1
I

99',

GAL.

25"
GROCERY WINNERS

-itaw.
iii'..

ENING

$129
am

NEW CROP

1
a
MY
oz

WITH ONE FILLED CASH DIVIDEND CERTIFICATE

IGA

MILK

3

12 pkg HAMBURGER or
10 pkg. HOT DOG BUNS

GOLD MEDAL

.29!b
2,0,59

5 Lb.

WITH ONE FILLED CASH DIVIDEND CERTIFICATE

SLICES

>NIONS

Dozen

WITH ONE FILLED CASH DIVIDEND CERTIFICATE

$379
lb

DEPOSIT

ONIONS

GRADE 'A'

EGGS

k

Lb

U S CHOICE

lb

PEPSI

NEREI pow
I Use yoyr IGA labels gs tin 0+'

Ake`
CASH DIVIDEND SPECIAL

HEINZ

KETCHUP

Regiver each time you. VIS4i ou, sloe
week ono winner w,11 receive
friS(*bag ot tsfirproeirm—o*Tetwoutemeniecitiv•PINTer .1.(1 if% she Gtoed -Priie
Drawing

3 Each

WITH ONE FILLED CASH DIVIDEND CERTIFICATE

IA: THE NH RR %I ky..1.EDGEIR di I IMF'.N

r

•septenawr 1 P4112

,

fit•

HEALTH

.10P

peatv
Adif

Stationary running is fine

DEAR DR LAMB
I do mg an automobile
"stationary running three
Is -stationary running at
times -a week I prefer all fitting and if so how
indoor stationary running to much should be done'
outdoor jogging 1 No runDEAR READER
Yes
ning in snow. which is prac- indoor stationary running is
tically impossible, 2 No run- very good The problem is
ning in the cold, which 'that most people who start
requires special apparel such a program will not conbecause it can become quite tinue it Most people are
cold where I live. 3 No run- more likely to continue if
ning in the rain which 1 find they do it while watching TV
a nuisance. 1 Less time I do or to music to keep them
it in my basement I do not occupied Which reminds me
have to join any club It is that dancing or exercise
much more convenient for with music is often a good
me because I have psycho- idea
motor epilepsy a mild case.
If you have not been runwhich keeps me from driv- ning in place before, you
need to start carefully And
you should run in such a way
that you don't take all the
jar on your toes Let your
heel sink to the floor and
take most of the jar Otherwise you may develop some
sore heel tendons
A good starting place is to
count each time your left
foot hits the floor and run
only 100 steps Then you can
increase the steps about 10
steps a day so you will gradually increase your exercise
If your leg muscles get sore
Frances Drake

Your Individual
Horoscope

FOR THURSDAY.
SEPTEMBER 2,1982
What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the
stars say, read the forecast
gisen for your birth sign.

La wrence E. Lamb,M.D.
slow down and increase ure She gets dizzy when she
more slowly
moves about Are there pills
Use your heart rate as a that reverse hardening of
guide to how fast you should the arteries' Do you think
go A comfortable speed is they would help my mother"
fine for using calories It
DEAR READER - In
depends somewhat on a some cases you can look at a
person's age and health sta- patient and be fairly certain
tus but if you have no health he or she has heart failure
problems a speed that caus- As the fluid accumulates in
es your heart to beat the lungs it causes typicai.
between 100 and 120 a min- rapid breathing And the
ute is enough You don't patient may complain of
have to do it fast to use calo- shortness of breath Distendries, you just need to build ed neck veins and swollen
up your ability to do rt a long ankles suggest failure of the
time or a lot of steps
right side of the heart. The
There are other tips on veins in the back of the eye
exercise in The Health Let- may
have suggested
ter 15-12, Exercise Wise, increased pressure in the
winch I am sending you Oth- veins.
ers can send 75 cents with a
long, stamped, self- Now heart failure means
addressed envelope for it to loss of pumping strength of
me, in care of this newspa- the heart (in most cases).
per, P.0 Box 1551, Radio There are many causes for
City Station, New York, NY it. Your mother should see
her family doctor. She can
10019
•
be given medicines to
DEAR DR. LAMB -- Can strengthen the heartbeat,
a doctor tell that a person which often improves circuhas heart failure by just lation and eliminates symplooking at her" My mother toms. That would be the first
went to an eye doctor and he step if she does indeed have
told her she had heart fail- heart failure.

at the movies
itmEwS oF alma* rrov1e9 at murtuti thentetS

By Abigail Van Buren

Weekend Compatibility
May Not Last a Lifetime

^

Nor

CATS are available for adoption

4
14 1"
DOGS are available for adoption.

Icefft forfeiter
Film places recruit against sergeant

DEAR DISASTER: When senior citizens marry.
they would be well-advised to seek advice and
counsel from their attorneys concerbing a prenuptial
agreement. A divorce at any age is no picnic, but it's
considerably more bearable when neither party gets
soaked.

Various pets available
shelter
at local an
•

/Kg

DEAR ABBY. You recently advised ''S and J
two
senior citizens, to "follow their hearts- and get married
against the wishes of their married children who suggested
they live together first. ("S. and J.- rejected that idea,
saying they would he ashamed for their grandchildren.)
Having recently helped my father obtain a very painful
rind costly divorce from the woman he married three years
after my mother died, I vote for living together first.
"S. and J." said they had taken several weekend trips
together so they know they are "compatible." That's all well
and good, but weekend vacations do not provide the same
test for total compatibility as living together. Couples who
are truly serious about no hanky-panky before marriage
could devise their own code of ethics during their trial
living-together arrangement_
DIVORCE DISASTER IN) DALLAS

DEAR-ABBY: What would you do if you were in my place?
I'm 41, divorced, have a 9-month-old baby, and I'm living at
home with retired parents. No job and no money.
is urged to visit the I love my daughter, but I don't think I can raise her
shelter at 105 E.because I am neither emotionally nor financially able to. I
Sycamore Ext., just east want her to have a good life, so I've been thinking about
.
of South Fourth Street in letting her be adopted.
My parents are dead set against it. How can I make the
Murray,and adopt now.
right
decision? My parents say if I give her up, I'll regret it,
The telephone number
but I don't
is 759-4141 and there is an I need know what kind of life) she would have with me.
your advice.
answering service when
B.
the shelter is closed.
Hours are Monday DEAR B.: You need more help than I can givs you in
through Friday from ga letter. I urge you to talk to your clergyman if you
a.m. to 5 p.m., closed have one. If you don't, please get professional
cling frontsrialllitocal social services or mental.
from noorr to" 1- -or&
4-s lu
tiait
nshnclinic. Yours must be a well-thought-out
Saturday 10 a.m. to 4i
solution you can live with. God bless you for wanting
p.m.;
p.m. Sunday noon to 4 to do what is best for your daughter.

Last week at the
Calloway County Animal
ARIES
Shelter, 49 puppies, eight
0. Mar. 21 to Apr. 19i
adult dogs, 68 kittens and
You'll find a last-minute
13 adult cats of all sizes
solution to a problem that
Sergeant Capp. Even didate School, and to get girl, "If I got you preg- and styles were left for
arise.; today. Close ties and coworkers won't take kindly to now I shudder when I through OCS he has to get nant, I'd want to do the adoption — this in addiadvice.
think of the man. When I through Gossett. And right thing by you. I'd tion to an already
'TAURUS .
stepped off the bus at Gossett wants to break want to pay for the abor- sizeable population.
I Apr.20 to May 201
Fort Ord. Calif.. with a him. Gere does such a tion." The new morality, Also last week, only
You may feel that the finan- group of Army draftees, I good job that I expect no doubt. 0 By the way, five animals from the
cial returns aren't commen- was greeted by Capp. a he'll get an Acadent1( what ever happened
tg,shelter were adopted, of: surate-AtairL-10e amount of screaming, bellowing, -Award nomination out of love
stories? I mean-rearlicials said. -work involved regarding a red-eyed drill sergeant. it.
fullblown love stories! The Humane Society is
job. Inaugurate saving plans. Blackest man I'd ever The other half
of the like Love Is a Many restricted in the number
GEMINI
seen. Reddest eyes. Not film, the less interesting Splendored Thing Splen- of animals kept at the
21 to June 20
bloodshot. Red, like burn- half, is a love storY•made dor in the Grass,Summer shelter at any time. "The
"The Humane Society
•••
Concern about a child may ing coals.
A voice that palatable .by doses of and Smoke. The genre crushing facts are clear,reminds conscientious
weigh on partner. Be sure to
sounded like two sheets of realism. There are seems to have — the majority of the citizens that the only way DEAR ABBY: We have sent this same letter to your sister,
be willing to help others out
sandpaper being rubbed especially sharp and degenerated into stories helpless creatures will to prevent the suffering Ann, in an attempt to reach as many people as possible.
with chores around the house.
together. And could that relistic portraits of two about Brooke Shields ex- not be alive next week caused by overpopulation We are writing in behalf of a growing number of families
CANCER
who have lost husbands, wives or children in the armed
June 21 to July Z2 ) COO man cuss! Mothers, local girls, "Puget Sound perimenting with _sex unless they are adopted," is to spay their pets. 'Not services
under unusual circumstances.
to be actively kind is to be
Don't let domestic worries fathers. MI rifles. boots, debs," they're called. with golden-haired lads,) the officials added.
Anyone who has cruel'," officials of the The loss is tragic enough, but tjaididg.prisrptaacay the
Interfere with job efficiency. babies, flag standards — The girls want to escape I think you'll enjoy An
government treats the families by withinTdrfig dffovtiring
Some relaxation will restore all became sexeobjects in the northern Washington Officer and a Gentleman. thought of adopting a pet society said.
up the facts of the death, and even by putting pressure on
energy. Save time for play as the smoking stream of paper mills they work in It's one of the top three or
those still in the service who have knowledge of what
It
maledictions
by
that spewed
marrying one of the four movies I've seen this
We have 4 different varieties of
well as work:
actually happened to the deceased, needs to be brought to
from his mouth.
recruits going through year.
LEO'—
apples straight from the farm to you
light, now.
Louis Gossett, who OCS, and they aren't Rated R due to brief
July 23 to Aug. 22)
We lost a son in May 1981 from the U.S.S. Norton Sound,
at low, low prices.
land after the Navy dragged out the investigation for four
You could dampen a loved plays a Navy drill above faking pregnancy shots of women's breasts,
months, we were told that it was a tragic accident. Our own
one's spirits. Try to be less sergeant in An Officer to get what they want, fairly explicit scenes of
nvestigation has revealed that our son was murdered
critical
and
more and a Gentleman, is as The males are only out sexual intercourse, very
inboard the ship and his body was dumped at sea.
We also have fresh apple cider and all types of
understanding. Do something mean as Capp — and for a good time. Gere's raunchy language, and
farm
The organization we have just formed is called "Citizens
special together.
fresh produce available.
almost as imaginative in buddy, in a burst of two scenes of kick
Against Military Injustice," 26 N. Onondage Road, Mason,
VIRGO
his swearing. "You responsibility, tells his fighting.
Mich. 48854. We are asking your help in reaching other
3
P
41 A.
0 Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
•!&!*! slimy worms!" he
families who want to join in the fight for justice. Together
A home improvement plan screams at the newly44841
we hope to be able to get someone in Congress to help us.
may have to be modified arrived recruits. "You
Thank you for space in your column.
408 N. 12th
'Harris..
' 753-8214
because of high costs. A *!%"! scurnbags!"
And
WASHINGTON AP I — Mill, Ky., will receive the
FRANK & AUDREY LOCKWOOD,
relative would love to hear then he
gets personal. The safest coal mine in Sentinel of Safety trophy
SAN DIEGO, CALIF.
from you. Write letters.
Unlike Capp, though, the United States is the later this
year.
LIBRA
Gossett gives the impres- No. 1 Darby Mine of To be
eligible for the
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22 )
sion that he has a heart. Jericol Mining • Inc. in award,
a mine had to
Don't let womes pile up. InGossett's
"meat"
is Harlan County.
work 30,000 employee
stead. pour your heart out to a
loved one and you'll feel much Richard Gere, the hand- The U.S. Mine Safety hours for the year and
some
guy
from American and Health Administra- have no time-loss acbetter. Open up to others.
Gigolo. Gere plays the tion and the American cidents.
SCORPIO
son
of
a beer-swilling. Mining Congress report Although
Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) In'
two
A loved one's unexpected 'whore-chasing swabbie. the mine worked the most underground Kentucky
actions put you on guard. But Gere wants to be an number of accident free mines met those criteria,
However, if you overcome officer and a pilot. First, hours of any mine in the they worked fewer hours
doubts, you'll have happy however, he has to get country last year.
than the No. 1 Darby
through Officer Can- The mine, near Holmes mine.
times by late evening.
SAGITTARIUS
Noy. 22 to Dec. 210 °'
Good news comes through a
friend, but erratic behavior on
For Information
your part could upset a
relative. Home life brings joy
Eicit)79:7111inygsis
after dark.
(Permanent
CAPRICORN
•
.1,4.---Af
(Dec. 22 toJan. 19) .
Removal of Hair)
‘ttri
Not
everyone
will
Call
understand your views today,
REBATE
but a gala social event puts
COUPON
you in a happy frame of mind.
Accept invitations.
AQUARIUS
)
f Jan. 20 to Feb. 181
Some unexpected expenses
could arise, but at the same
when you buy
time your financial prospects
three one-pound packages of Fischer's Bologna.
improve. A raise in salary
to 3000 Horsepower per Tractor)
may be forthcoming.
NAME
PISCES
1Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
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A change in appointments
could delay a business
CITY
sfATE
development, but prospects
for a happy time traveling are
Send three labels from three packages of Fischer s one-pound bologna to
FIscher
in the offing.
0 Box 5528 Maple Plain MN 55348 Coupon must
itt-SS
a oloReb
P only one rebates allowed per household or address
code
etesod
YOU BORN TODAY are
No facsimiles will be accepted Allow 6-8 weeks for processing Void
where
idealistic and hIgh-strung.
prOtffbfled ta.ed of festnctell
the &WW1 makin people
Offor ••pire• November 7 1582
You need a creative outlet for
your' emotions; otherwise
ATTACH 3 LABELS and MAIL
temperament could get the
best of you. Learn not to take
things so personally and you'll
STORE
find life goes smoother for
COUPON
you. You work best when inon dny package of
spired and you need an idea to
AT THE CALLO WAY COUNTY FAIR GROUNDS
motivate you. Your sensitivity
Fischer's Wieners.
HWY.
121
WEST
-OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY
inclines you to the arts and
you lhork well in partnerships.
ADMISSIQN
ADULTS45.00CHILDBEN41.0&(1-12 Years)
Music, poetry, dance, writing,
Th,• couper is good for 154 oft when you buy any one-poun
design, medicine and social
d PaCkage of Fisebef s
witners 1116
,
71C,E.TO GROCER INeeivef-PeetiwititO erettfodeere MN C-OUdors frw
service are some of the fields
face value plus 7Chandling whom Om terms of ins offer have been complied wiln
in which you'll find fulfill- 1st
Any purchases of sufficient stock to Carer nifdefrIptfon appItcable
- $400 2nd - $250 3rd -$200 4th - $150 5th $100
Vold of taxed
ment. ' Teaching • and
pfohobrted of otherwoier restoCted of *Nem presented by an outside agency or
..eorinseling are Other
8701141 C.2156 VaTiie.VVC2fh oT111 Linlroos'eougs3n psi person oiie peekacje
of
•-'minors per coupon Mail cosiponS t'o Fischer Packing Co P
SPONSORED BY
possibilities. Hirthdate of:
0 Bo. 1199
.
Chnton
Iowa
52734
the Bacon makin people 1
MURRAY-CA
LLOWAY CO. jek YCEES &
Cleveland Amory, writer,
Ribr isylwre October 3, 1562
KENTUCKY STATE TRACTOR PULLERS
Jimmy Connors, tennis star;
ASSOCIATION
REDEEM AT STORE
and Marge Champion, dancer.
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Harlan County mine safest

DAV ES LAWN
CARE

753-8856

Fischer's
Two-Way Savings Plan
for Labor Day

Complete Lawn Care it
Landscaping Service
Free Estimates

CALL: 436-2820

$1°°REBATE

2nd Annual
Western Kentucky Championship
(500

Xt;,7

TRACTOR PULL
2 BIG NIGHTS

I.

— SEPTEMBER 3R1) & 1TH
AT 7.30 I'M.
:HURRAI, KENT( CIO

$8000.00 PURSE
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Save 20%
to 40% on
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blazers.
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I'm living at
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aking about

Sale 25.20

I make the
I'll regret it,
ire with me.

Orig.$42. Short
two-button Jacket with
side-notch pockets
Cotton corduroy in a
choict of colors
Sizes' -15
•

B.
givc you in
roan if you
ifessional
or mentalought-out
ir wanting

-Sale 28.80 .
Orig. $48. Smart
puff-sleeve shortie with
notch lapel and single
button front. Velveteen in
rich autumn colors
Sizes 5-15

• your sister,
as possible.
r of families
the armed

Sale 23.20
Reg.$29. Quilted print
shortie sports a
contrasting cord yoke
and puff shoulders.
Poly/cotton. Sizes 5-15.
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25%off all Activewear.
Sporting women and Juniors get moving in
activewear. Winning styles, all in favorite
easy-going fabrics All
sale! Shown Here
for exampleReg
$18
Hooded jacket
$14
Snap pocket
$14
Boat neck
Pant
$13
Short
.69

-floor

In

,

our

Sale
13.50
10.50
10.50
9.75
6.75

4

25% off all junior shirts
and Hush Puppies"
sweaters.
Pair up any luniors shirt with any of our
Hush Puppies' sweaters Pairern up. and drum up
savings! Here's a sampling.
Sale 13.50 Reg $18 Hush Puppies' classic
crew or V-neck pullover with status appliqué
Acrylic/polyester In an array of fashion colors
S,M.L. Hush Puppies' tweed-look with a choice of
necklines Acrylic/polyester. Reg. $20 Sale $15
Sale 10.50 Reg $14 Button down a great look with
our traditional Oxford cloth shirt Or lie one on in our
plaid or striped bow blouse Both in no-iron
poly/cotton Sizes 5-15 Plaid or striped shirt with
ruffle collar and cuffs Reg $15 Sale 11.25
J(

C o 1902 SS1N•

•

EVENT STARTS THURSDAY,SEPTEMBER 2 and ENDS SUNDAY SEPTEMBER 5
'MURRAY, KENTUCKY
CHESTNUT HILLS SHOPPING CENTER
Shop Monday thru Saturday 10-00am to ft wpm
Sunclpy 1 0010 5i00pm
Store Phone 502-759.1404
AthertisingiSupplement to THE MURRAY LEDGER and TIMES SHOPPING GUIDE Thursday September 1 198?

I.

91

COLORED PRINT

C

Surprise Sale!Save 32%to50%

What a surprise! We've reduced prices on great
looking sportswear. A spectacular selection of
fall's best looks at amazing savings. Misses' and
juniors' sizes .
Ong. . Sale
Ruffle sweater top
Belted twill pant .

...$17
$24

Jonguk' blouse

$22

Solid wool skirt

$20

Fancy blouse .

$19

Solid pleated pant .

$22

Oxford shirt ..

$16

9.99
14.99
14.99
9.99
11.99
11.99
7.99
11.99

.S19
Corduroy pant
Percentage off represents savings on original
prices. Does not include entire stock. Intermediate
markdowns may have been taken.

Beautiful dreamers.

20%off

Luscious confections-in shimmering nyloA satin.
romanced wall lace Soft colors for sizes XS.S.M,L
Reg
Sale.
$ti
8.00
Waltz length gown
$15 1240.
Waltz length sleepcoat
$.33 10.40
Floor length gown

214

..47:1;v505*,

as

sumn

sale

25% off
classic fall
coordinates.
Greet fall in these beautiful get- '
!ogethers that are a breeze to
mix and match, and as suitable
for work as they are for play In
assorted colors Juniors sizes
Reg
Sale
.$26
19.50
Stripe blouse
15.00
Solid skirt
$20
Satin blouse
16.50
$22
' Blazer
$50 37.50
Pant
19.50
$26

•

714
.

22%to40%off jeansand tops
.10-40

xr•

•

Top to bottom sale.
Sale 5.99 Reg. 9.50. Girls poly/cotton
short sleeve button down shirt has tie
collar with multi color stripes. Girls' sizes
7 to 14.
Sale 7.99 Reg. $13. Girls' Super Cord•
belted jean with snap front. Assorted.
colorsfor sizes 7 to 14. Girls' denim jean
for sizes 7 to 14. Reg. 8 99 Sale 5.99
Sale 5.99 Reg. $10. Boys short sleeve
Superwear knit pullover shirt in great
colors for sizes 8 to 16.
Sale 6.99 Reg. 8.99. Boys' denim jean
with snap front and back pocket design.
Sizes 8 to 16.
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Save 1 2`)/0 to-50%
on percale sheets.

Save 50%
on bedspreads.

Save 50%
on print blankets.

Sale 3.99 twin

Sale 19.99 tin

Sale 749 twin

Reg. 7.99. Fashionable print sheets of
no-iron poly/potion percale Flat and fitted
sheets at the same sale prices
Reg . Sale
••
Full size
6.99
999
Queen size
•
15 99 10.99
Standard cases, pair
799'6.99

Reg. $15. Cozy blankets in four patterns
inspired by nature Choose Rose Fern,
Blossom Time Mountain Rose or Grra,
P
Pplyesteacritc_

Reg. $40.'Our luxurious quilted bedspread
is polyester/cotton filled with plump Kodel•
polyester
Sale
Reg.
Full size
$50 24_99
.
Queen size
..$60 29.99
King size
.
$70 34.99

E
,d11.

Pre-Labor Daysavingsfor guys.
Your choice

Sale 6.99

Ketch •
Reg $15 and 9.99.
The classic long sleeve Dutton down ,P pOtyvt•Irf
cotton and fall colors. Or choose the JCPenney
plaid shirt in poly/cotton blends and long sleeves
Assorted tall colors and merit sizes
- - -

The Fox"shirt.

Save

Sale11.99

Reg. $18. The Fox.'" A great-looking shirt that
won t cost the shirt off his back Dacron'
polyester/combed cotton in solid colors
S.M.L.XL. Or, young men's tapered fit in 100%
cotton with band sleeve, sizes S.M.L.XL

25% offjackets and more.
25% off fall's best
jackets for him.
•

30% off
Nylon suede jogger.

Lightweight Jackets with super styling details In
poly/cotton nylon, and other easy-going fabrics
men s sizes
Reg
Cadet-collar and epaulets
jacket
Reversible baseball jacket
Stand-up collar Jacket
with zip-out hood

$40
$40
$38

Sale •
30.00
30.00
28.50

Sale 8.99

Reg. 12.99 Men s nylon/suede athletic shoe
has vinyl padded collar, cushioned insole with
arch support Men's sizes.

7

JCPenney

Of course you can charge it
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